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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Background1
Activity 2.1.6 of work package 2 (of Technical Assistance for Electric bus procurement), is
focused on Market Study, with a primary objective to support BMTC in shortlisting of suitable
vendors for procurement of pilot Electric buses. By the time, support of the City Finance Facility
(CFF) started, BMTC had already initiated tendering process for procurement of 300 standard
Air Conditioned (AC) and 90 Midi size (9m) Electric buses through two separate tenders. Due
to COVID-19, tender processes have been substantially delayed and pilot Electric bus
procurement is postponed to next year of 2021.

Objective of Market Study
In view of expected shift to all-EV/Clean fuel public transport fleet, as per BMTC Vision 2030,
the market study focus has now shifted to generating a strategic outlook of Electric bus sector
and its entities in India. The observations and learnings, therefrom, will be used to frame long
term strategy and Business Case for full transition to Electric bus fleet by 2030.
The main objective of undertaking the market study is to collect information about (a) Electric
bus market and its future scenario in India, (b) present experiences of Electric bus adoption
across Indian cities, (c) identify key challenges and potential mitigation measures that will aid
BMTC to achieve the long-term electric vehicle (EV) transition plan, in line with its Vision 2030.

Learning from FAME scheme progress2
FAME scheme and its progress till date provides a generalised view of its actual achievement
and how the Electric bus market exploited the scheme. A review of FAME-1 and FAME-2
schemes across different city sizes indicates that financial assistance invited interest from
public bus agencies across different size cities. Instances of taking up the assistance or not
have varied from a large metropolitan city ‘not availing the assistance during FAME-1’ to cases
where the sanctioned assistance was not utilised by the city/bus agency, primaily due to high
cost implications. On the other side there is a Tier 2 city that went ahead with procurement and
operations of Electric bus by funding these from within their local budgets, as no FAME-1
funding was allocated to the city. The scenario changes somewhat for FAME-2, where many
more cities (across all city sizes) did apply and were sanctioned financial assistance. The
interest for electric bus operations, now also include inter-city bus service and metro feeder
bus operations.
At present 631 Electric buses are in operations across 10 indian cities, of which one third are
procured through FAME funding. On way to new addition of Electric bus fleet, of the total
FAME-II sanctioned buses, 2430 buses have now been tendered out by June 2020 (refer Table
below). It can be seen that a large share of electric buses are 9m long (popularly referred to as
1
2

Refer Section 1 of this report
Refer Section 2 and Annexure 1 of this report for more details
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Midi bus) and Air conditioned. These proportions have increased from FAME-I to FAME-II
allocations and tenders.
Table 0.1: Electric Buses Sanctioned under FAME and under Operations across India, 2020
E-bus
Santioned
under FAME-I

E-bus
Under E-bus
Operation since Sanctioned
late 2019
under FAME-II

425

631
- 65% 9m long

- 90%

Air
Conditioned (AC)

5595
(5195 for city and
400 for inter-city
services)

E-bus Tendered
Out
2430
- 70% 9m long

- 100%

Air
Conditioned (AC)

The lowest and highest GCC rates (without electricity cost) awarded for 12m AC Electric bus
vary from 62.9 to 90.9 INR/KM. The same variation is observed for 9m AC electric bus with its
range between INR 54.82 and 85.95 per kilometer. The above also goes to show the smaller
GCC rate variation between a 12m and 9m bus, despite high CapEx variation for two types of
buses. This also implies that operating conditions are influencing GCC rates at a higher level
than the CapEx.
The review of FAME scheme based procurements brings out possible issues around
technological, funding and tendering to have affected and impacted the progress of electric
bus adoption. The consultations with stakeholders are used to further understand, clarify the
issues, problems and ways forward for fast adoption.

Approach for Market Study Consultations
The transition to Electric bus will be impacted not only by BMTC’s internal policies, strategies
and actions but also by EV sector’s outlook, readiness and capacity to match up the future
Electric bus and equipment supply demand levels.
A holistic approach involving relevant stakeholders has been planned for this market
assessment. The identification and selection of stakeholders3 was guided by their operational
history, future growth plans and capability profile. Desk research work was done for identified
key stakeholder to get an understanding of their area of work in EV sector, their roles and
projects association. Consultations were undertaken through online-meetings between the
GFA-HEAT team of consultants and key officials of identified stakeholders. Due to COVID-19
lockdowns across India, in person meetings and site visits were not possible.

3

Refer Section 3 of this report and Annexure 2 and 3
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Table 0.2: Key Stakeholders Identified for Markey Study Consultations
Entity Type

Shortlisted Agencies

Regulatory/Policy Maker

CIRT, ARAI, DHI

Bus Manufacturers
(OEMs)

Tata Motors Limited, Ashok Leyland Limited, JBM-Solaris,
BYD-Olectra, PMI-Foton

STU’s (with ongoing
Electric bus operations)

BEST (Mumbai), PMPML (Pune), AJL, WBSTC

Private bus operators
(already in urban space
and/ or large inter-city bus
services)

Purple Mobility Solutions Pvt. Ltd., SRS Travels, Urban
Parivahan Services Pvt. Ltd., Highway Travels

EVSEs

Hitachi-ABB Power Grids, Sun Mobility, BYD

Financing Institutions

State Bank of India, IndusInd Bank, Eversource Green, SBI
Capital

DISCOMS

Tata Power, Adani Power, BESCOM

Research Organizations

OLA Mobility Institute,
Bangalore, CSTEP

World

Resource

Institute,

IISc

A total of 20 entities were consulted over a 3-week period spanning over third week of July to
first week of August.

Salient Findings and Observations4
• The Electric bus space is at very nascent stage with these vehicles mostly procured with
support from subsidies under FAME I and II. In rare cases, state government and
municipality also supported funding of Electric buses, with somewhat encouraging
outcomes.
• Despite an overall view on long term benefits of Electric bus operations, the sector entities
find high CapEx as one of the detriments to Electric bus adoption in city operations. Lack of
good understanding and sufficient live examples of Electric bus operations are main causes
of low penetration into Indian transport sector
• Evolving Electric bus technology (battery and charging infrastructure), lack of self-reliance,
dependence for many aggregates from outside of India, and absence of many experienced
players are other views reflecte by the participants, for low level of interest among operators.

4

Refer Section 4 and Annexure 4 of this report for more details
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• Maturity in technology, cost reductions and gaining experience in operation and
maintenance (O&M) of Electric buses will take about 4-5 years’ time.
• Technology and procurement conditions are reflected as two primary aspects that have
cross cutting implications across the players consulted with.
• The MCA and tender conditions have forced in the formulation of new business associations
among the private sector entities such as OEMs, bus operators and EVMEs. Under the
Gross Cost Contract (GCC) model conditions, mandated by Niti Ayog Model Concession
Agreement (MCA) guidelines, OEMs can only be the primary bidders. They in turn form
varying levels of associations with city bus operators, charging infrastructure companies
(EVMEs) and vendors dealing in battery packs, BMS.
• A general acceptance of MCA framework is observed across the stakeholders. MCA is
prepared and mandated by Niti Ayog, as a minimal requirement for receipt of financial
support by the public transport operators, under FAME scheme of Government of India
(GoI). However, OEMs, Operators, EVMEs and Financial institutions have issues with public
operator(s) changing the conditions laid out in MCA, leading to biased bid conditions that
favour public transport operator.

Key Takeaways5
Main learnings and strategic areas of consideration, towards full scale transitioning to Electric
bus fleet, from above consultations are summarised below.
Policy and Strategy

• Electric bus planning requires a good understanding of route characteristics and
corresponding schedule facilitation needs to satisfy a given bus travel demand. Appropriate
data collection, collation and analysis will be important in this context.
• Immediate large scale EV adoption is not desirable. Initially operating a mix of Internal
Combustion Engine (ICE) and Electric buses and gradually shifting to maximum electric fleet
would be the mantra of transition. However, formulation of a long-term view and strategy
around bus route operations is recommended for phased adoption.
• Desired magnitude of Electric bus operations’ benefits will be accrued only when large scale
transition is planned over a reasonable duration. This approach will also affect faster
technology stabilization as well as economic and easier adoption mechanism.
• More than the Electric bus CapEx subsidy, government support will be important to (a)
expand technology access to more operators, (b) spread out charging infrastructure, (c)

5

Refer Section 5 and Annexures 5 for more details
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supportive power distribution network, and (d) power sourcing from renewable sources, as
much as possible.
Technology Advancements and Selection

• Battery chemistry and charging infrastructure are undergoing various updates and cost
corrections. In coming few years Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) parities can be achieved
or even bettered with performance enhancement and CapEx reductions. Route and depot
level TCO analysis may provide better indications for technology adoption.
• Different technology solutions (specially around batteries, charging infrastructure and power
supply) are good for different O&M requirements. Adoption of a mix of technology, during
initial years of Electric bus adoption, can be useful for STU like BMTC. This will enhance
better capacity development towards Electric bus adoptions and may make a reasonable
business sense.
• Adoption of standard floor height Midi (AC/non-AC) and Standard size non-AC buses may
be considered during initial transition years. This will reduce CapEx as well as OpEx loads
to enable faster adoption and learning around nuances of new technology.
• Conductor less smart ticketing/ flat fare, segregation of bus and battery, optimum battery
size selection, and ability to carry out required operational re-organisation are some of the
areas that impact Electric bus technology choice and associated cost.
• Electric bus technology will be sensitive to local operating conditions, maintenance regime
and quality of power supplied. Adoption of Electric bus technology mix should be based on
rigorous market study of product features, their performance under different operating
conditions and constraints/ limitations.
• Whatever size and technology mix is adopted, inter-operability, broad standardisation and
flexibility to scale up are necessary.
Manufacturing Base and Support Infrastructure

• To reduce dependence on global markets, enhancing the local manufacturing base for
Electric buses will be a major focus of the government and the industry, specially post
COVID-19 pandemic. Given this and present scenario of supply chain restrictions , large
fleet of Electric bus supply will remain an issue for few years from now. However, within next
five years, Electric bus supply is expected to match up to the demand across urban and
regional bus operations as well as across public and private sector operators.
• Midi buses are observed to be bigger section of Electric bus demand, partly due to CapEx
considerations and partly for the necessity of smaller size bus operations in most of the
urban areas. Demand for midi buses, panned cross different size cities, is expected to surge
from present levels. Accordingly, OEMs may focus more on Electric midi bus segment and
its variants.
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• With need to reduce CapEx as well as need for indulgence of many private players in EV
sector, there is a possibility that Electric bus market will experience segregation of bus and
battery alongside different power and charging infrastructure models.
• A reasonably good understanding of Electric bus market size is sought by OEMs.This is
important to plan production and marketing strategy. However, due to COVID-19 related
economy slow down and generally low level of technology knowhow, prediction for short to
mid-term (over next 2-5 years) Electric bus market size may be blurry. This can impact
manufacturing base expansion of different OEMs, and thereby Electric bus supply.
Public Private Participation

• Low understanding of EV technology, its continuous updation, and presence of many
technology variants/solutions will require private sector participation. At the same time these
new business opportunities will attract many private sector players in Electric bus space.
• With low maintenance needs but high data analytics requirements (to tap performance and
staff training), future Electric bus operations can benefit from specialized private sector
engagements.
• Attractive Public Private Partnership (PPP) engagement models will be needed to (a) meet
up with the challenges of technology outreach, (b) bridge high CapEx and (c) catch up with
dynamic needs of travel demand and city bus operations.
With growing understanding of the benefits of ‘system wide solutions approach’, present singleparty PPP engagement model are likely to see split into multi-player models, where each
private player will bring in specialized service. This may make better business sense in future,
when scale of Electric bus operations expands to larger network and services.
Financial Planning and Funding Support

• Fixing of a Base price for Electric bus and discounted electricity tariff will be helpful for initial
push to Electric bus adoption. Funding support requirement for faster adoption of Electric
buses is expected to continue over next 5 years until TCO parity is reached.
• For enabling funding support from Green Climate Fund agencies and private investment
banks/institutions, a project-based approach will be more effective than pitching for vehiclebased funding support.
• Cost rationalization through appropriate project sizing and technology selection will present
better funding opportunities and lesser financial cost to the operator.
• For an optimised solution, gradual modifications in routing and scheduling practices may be
needed, which could combine with route change requirements within the context of overall
urban transport planning, for example modified urban transport demand patterns and Metro
rail network expansion. Such a coordinated activity will not only support possible revenue
enhancements and most certainly will cause cost reductions.
viii

• MCA conditions need modifications to attract banks and financial institutions into Electric
bus funding space.
Procurement Strategy

• Unbiased and attractive contract conditions, with suitable penalties and rewards will be
necessary to invite private sector into Electric bus space.
• Appropriate project sizing, sub-project formations coupled with scale and duration of
contracts/ concessions will be important part of procurement strategy for Electric bus
adoption towards full transition.
• Business case for full Electric bus transition of BMTC will guide the procurement strategy,
in addition to appropriate inclusion of various conditions of engagement matching upto the
technical outcomes/ expectations from the transition.

Lessons for BMTC
The transition to Electric bus will be impacted not only by BMTC’s internal policies, strategies
and actions but also by EV sector’s outlook, readiness and capacity to match up the buses and
equipment supply with demand levels. Previous sections have described observations and
various possibilities of how sector may behave and what strategies should be adopted by
different entities.
BMTC does not have any operational Electric buses, while procurement under FAME-II and
SMART CITY projects are under various stages of bidding process. BMTC planning to procure
90 MIDI non-AC buses and 300 standard size AC buses. Standard buses with primarily Depot
charging supported with Opportunity charging. Procurement will be further delayed due to
COVID-19 pandemic.
A long term and comprehensive strategy/ action plan is needed for effective and efficient
adoption of Electric buses. Therefore, in addition to procurement of sanctioned Electric buses,
BMTC to prepare a Business Case with phased routes and depots selection strategy,
technology selection strategy and procurement strategy for the long-term Electric bus
transition, as per BMTC Vision 2030.
One clear picture that emerges from FAME supported adoption is that no time is a better time
for taking the plunge into electric bus adoption by an agency like BMTC. In fact sooner the
better, alongside a long term commitment, is the key for exploiting the potential of this clean
technology bus. This is demonstrated by Pune city (PMPML)6 that has the maximum
operational fleet of electric buses despite no or lower electric bus fleet sanctioned under FAME.

6

Refer Annexure 1 of this report
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Activity 2.1.6 of work package 2, namely Technical Assistance, is focused on Market
Study with following expected coverage:
• Market study and evaluation of providers: for technical system characteristics
including type of system, operational record, cost estimate, type of systems
operated etc. for bus suppliers and bus operators.
• Facilitating dialogue with providers of Electric buses.
• Recommendation for vendor selection: based on market study and dialogue carried
out, it is required to develop recommendations to select technology, business
models.
• Support in technical specifications: Support BMTC in identifying technical
specifications of the system.
However, with COVID-19 impacting BMTC procurement of Electric buses under
FAME-II and SMART CITY projects, the conduct of market study got substantially
delayed and its requirement/ outcome also got translated from very specific (for above
mentioned pilot Electric buses) to strategic in nature and was finally oriented towards
BMTC’s long term goal of full transition to electric fleet.

1.2 Objectives of Market Study
The main goal in undertaking the market study is to collect available general
information about Electric bus market and scenarios in India, experiences of Electric
bus adoption across few cities, identify key challenges and potential mitigation
measures that will aid BMTC envision a long-term EV transition plan. The key
objectives of the market study exercise are:
• Identify and map the relevant stakeholders.
• Consultations with the identified stakeholders around aspects of Electric bus
technology, supply and operations of Electric buses, power supply, financial support
and implications, research and development, regulatory support requirements,
policy and decision making, key challenges for STU’s, contracting procedures,
business models and potential private sector participation.
• Identify challenges in EV adoption, procurement, financing, technology options and
advancements, cost trends, possible business models, key learning’s challenges
for STU’s, assessment of power availability and infrastructure provision, skill
enhancement, identify key gaps and potential mitigation.
• Arrive at final set of key issues and challenges and possible mitigation measures.
• Suggest way forward for BMTC in envisioning long term EV transition.
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The output of the market study exercise also contributes to confirmation of specific
data and information around Electric bus technology and performance.

1.3 Approach for Market Study
The transition to Electric bus will be impacted not only by BMTC’s internal policies,
strategies and actions but also by EV sector’s outlook, readiness and capacity to
match up the buses and equipment supply with demand levels.
A holistic approach, involving relevant stakeholders, has been planned for the market
assessment and covers following steps:
Figure 1: Sequence of Steps for Market Study
Step-1

• Enlist the focus areas for consultation

Step-2

• Identify the stakeholders for each focus area

Step-3

• Stakeholder mapping

Step-4

• Prepare consultation questionaire for each stakeholder

Step-5

• Establish contacts and communication with identified stakeholders

Step-6

• Schedule consultation meeting with identified stakeholders

Step-7

• Prepare minutes of meeting

Step-8

• Synthesize the findings , identify key points of focus

Step-9

• Arrive at recommendations and way forward

Relevant focus areas for a large-scale transition from ICE to Electric buses span
across Policy and strategy support, Technology and standardisation, Manufacturing
base, Skill set development and Inclusion of private sector under PPP modes. At the
same time multiple stakeholders who will drive, use and manage the large-scale
transition span across entities such as Regulators, Electric bus and Equipment
suppliers, Public and private sector operators, Power generation, distribution and
related companies, Financial bodies and relevant R&D entities.
The market study framework is, accordingly designed to capture above focus areas
and stakeholders through selection of entities and coverage of consultations, as
shown in Figure 2 below. The identified cross cutting across stakeholders and points
of interest, that can impact desired transition to Electric buses, will be confirmed and/
or revised.
An effort is made to cover minimum of three stakeholders across each of the abovementioned entities. The identification and selection of stakeholders was guided by
their operational history, future growth plans and capability profile. Desk research work
18

was done for identified key stakeholder to get an understanding of their area of work
in EV sector, their roles and projects association. Key resource persons representing
the stakeholder organisation were contacted in person. Consultations were
undertaken through online-meetings between the GFA-HEAT team of consultants and
key officials of identified stakeholders. In person meetings and site visits were not
possible, and therefore not planned, due to COVID-19 lockdowns across India.
Figure 2: Market Study Coverage of Focus Areas and Enabling Entities required for
Transition to Electric buses
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Drivers
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Financial
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Additionally, relevant internet searches for R&D advancements in the continuously
evolving EV and renewable energy sector are also undertaken as part of this Market
Study. A reflection on GoI push for EV sector through policy and funding support is
also reviewed alongside status of Electric bus procurements by public sector operators
across India.
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2 ELECTRIC BUS ADOPTION SCENARIO IN INDIA
GoI has formulated a Mission Plan for EVs namely National Electric Mobility Mission
Plan (NEMMP) 2020. The mission provides a road map for facilitating the manufacture
and use of electric and hybrid vehicles through a series of interventions and through
R&D support in technology including battery technology, create demand for EVs and
to enhance manufacturing of such vehicles significantly by the year 2020.
GoI launched Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of Electric Vehicles (FAME) -India
scheme in 2015, to introduce EVs in Indian market and to boost their adoption rate.
The brief of this scheme, the national goals of EV penetration and progress made are
presented in this section.

2.1 Brief overview of FAME-India Scheme
Department of Heavy Industry (DHI) has notified the FAME Scheme for India with
implementation planned from 1st April 2015 until 2020 (over a six year period), with
the intention to support the EVs market development and its manufacturing ecosystem for self-sustenance by the end of stipulated period. The FAME-India Scheme
Phase-I was planned for a period of four years till 31st March 2019, and was
implemented through four focus areas namely Technology Development (R&D), Pilot
Project, Charging Infrastructure, and Demand Creation.
Based on outcome and experience gained during the Phase-1 of FAME India Scheme,
and follow up from outcomes of consultations with all stakeholders including Industry
Associations, second phase of FAME is an expanded version of the first Phase-I.
FAME-II was launched from 1st April 2019 for a period of three years (upto March
2022). The scheme has three main components:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Demand Incentive
Charging Infrastructure
Administrative expenditure towards publicity and Information, Education
and Communication (ICE) activities.

FAME-II is under implementation with a total budgetary support of Rs. 10,000 crores
(refer table below)), including financial assistance for 7000 electric buses, among
other features. In addition, creation of charging infrastructure has been supported to
address range anxiety among users of EVs.
Demand incentives are available to bus operators/city agenciese in form of upfront
reduced purchase price of EVs for the operator, where the cost differential is
reimbursed to the OEM by GoI. FAME-II offers incentives to manufacturers, who invest
in developing EVs and its components, including lithium-ion batteries and electric
motors. Additionally, the centre has asked states to frame their EV policy and provide
additional fiscal and non-fiscal incentives to manufacturers and buyers.
Electric buses, priced up to Rs. 2 crore (INR 20 million), are eligible for incentives
under FAME. Initial uniform maximum demand incentive is INR 20,000 per KWH.
Under the scheme, Electric bus adoption has to be undertaken by a state/city transport
corporation (STU) and other public entities through ‘operational expenditure (Opex)
model’. This model is famously refereed to as GCC model, where a concessionaire
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(private sector party) bears 100% capex for rolling stock and associated infrastructure
of Electric buses, operates and maintains these assets over the project/ contract
duration. The operations are planned and supervised by the public agency who wouod
provide Depot space, electricity and other management support to the concessionaire.
The fare is decided by the public agency which in turn collects revenes and pays the
concessionaire an agreed per kilometer GCC rate. The rolling stock and charging
infrastructure will remain under the ownership of concessionaire.
Table 1: Year wise and component wise fund allocation under FAME-II Scheme (in
Million INR)
S.
No

Component

201920

20202021

20212022

Total fund
requirement

1

Demand incentives

8,220

45,870

31,870

85,960

2

Charging infrastructure

3000

4000

3000

10,000

3

Administrative
expenditure 120
including publicity, ICE activities

130

130

380

Total Phase-II

11,340 50,000

35,000

96,340

4

3,660

0

3,660

35,000

100,000

Total

Committed expenditure of Phase-I

0

15,000 50,000

For ensuring safety and operational concerns of EVs, each vehicle model needs to
satisfy minimum technical eligibility criteria with regards to performance and vehicle
efficiency and get it type approved as per standard test procedure of the recognized
vehicle testing agencies, notified under rule 126 of CMVR.

2.2 Sanction of Electric Buses under FAME
Under FAME-I, a total of 425 buses were sanctioned and procured by eight public bus
operators, one metropolitan planning agency and one inter-city bus services operator.
This scenario changed for FAME-2, where many more cities (across all city sizes)
were asked to apply and were also sanctioned financial assistance. The interest for
Electric bus operations has not remained restricted to city operations but included
inter-city bus service and metro feeder bus operations as well. Under FAME-II, a total
of 5595 Electric buses have been sanctioned for 64 cities across 26 States/Union
Territories of India.
Annexure1 provides details of FAME-I and FAME-II sanctioned list of Electric buses
and the cities, that have been able to tender out Electric buses till date. The details of
sanctioned and tendered out buses alongside bus typology and GCC rates (INR/ KM)
are listed there.
At present 631 Electric buses are in operations across 10 indian cities, of which one
third are procured through FAME funding. On way to new addition of Electric bus fleet,
of the total FAME-II sanctioned buses, 2430 buses have now been tendered out by
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June 2020 (refer Table below). It can be seen that a large share of electric buses are
9m long (popularly referred to as Midi bus) and Air conditioned. These proportions
have increased from FAME-I to FAME-II allocations and tenders.
Table 2: Electric Buses Sanctioned under FAME and under Operations across India,
2020
E-bus
Santioned
under FAME-I

E-bus
Under E-bus
Operation since Sanctioned
late 2019
under FAME-II

425

631
- 65% 9m long

- 90%

Air
Conditioned (AC)

5595
(5195 for city and
400 for inter-city
services)

E-bus Tendered
Out
2430
- 70% 9m long

- 100%

Air
Conditioned (AC)

2.3 Preliminary learnings from FAME scheme’s progression
Study of FAME scheme and its progress provides a generalised view of its actual
achievement and how the Electric bus market has exploited the financial assistance.
A review of FAME-1 and FAME-2 schemes across different city sizes indicates that
financial assistance has invited interest from public bus agencies across different size
cities.
FAME-I scheme did not invite much interest from the public bus operating agencies,
where financial assistance was provided under outright purchase model. High CapEx
and lack of confidence on the technology to meet Km range requirement were primary
reasons for low demand levels7. Moving on to FAME-II, instances have varied from
case of a large metropolitan city ‘not availing financial assistance’ to cases where the
sanctioned assistance was not used by some of the city/bus agencies. Primary
reasons for non-utilisation of this financial assistance are attributable to the high cost
implications of electric buses, under the prescribed Opex model. This was despite the
availability of financial assistance from GoI.
On the other side there is a Tier 2 city (Pune) that went ahead with procurement and
operations of Electric bus by funding these from within their local budgets, as the city
was not eligible for FAME-I funding. Incidently this city is operating largest fleet of
electric buses in India at present.
The lowest and highest GCC rates (without electricity cost) awarded for 12m AC
Electric bus vary from 62.9 to 90.9 INR/KM. The same variation is observed for 9m
AC electric bus with its range between INR 54.82 and 85.95 per kilometer. The above
also goes to show the smaller GCC rate variation between a 12m and 9m bus, despite
high CapEx variation for two types of buses. This also implies that operating conditions
are influencing GCC rates at a higher level than the CapEx.

7

Consultant team Market study consultations
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Fleet size tendered out, contract conditions alongside the technology and operational
features seem to have cumulatively impacted GCC rates as well. Despite the presence
of MCA for Electric bus procurements under FAME scheme, large variations in quotes
points towards low confidence and lack of reasonable understanding around
Electric bus technology and their operations.

2.4 Sanction of Charging Infrastructure
About 100 proposals are received in response to the EoI for deployment of about 7000
charging stations in above cities. A total of 2636 EV charging stations have been
sanctioned till date by DHI. However, no clarity is available on suitability and provisions
in these proposed public charging infrastructure for Electric bus charging. FAME 2 will
also encourage interlinking of renewable energy sources with charging infrastructure
BESCOM is already planning for building public charging infrastructure across
Bengaluru city for various private electric vehicles, taxis and auto rickshaws. In the
absence of specific provisions of Electric bus charging at these new public
infratructure, BMTC would need to develop exclusive facilities for its future fleet of
Electric buses.
A non fare box revenue potential might be explored from BMTCs charging
infrastructure facilities, while planning for their development at depots and terminals.

2.5 Conclusion
One clear picture that emerges from FAME supported adoption is that no time is a
better time for taking the plunge for electric bus adoption by an agency like BMTC. In
fact sooner the better. Further a long term commitment is the key for exploiting the
potential of this clean technology bus, as demonstrated by Pune city that has the
maximum operational fleet of electric buses as of 2020, despite no financial assistance
under FAME-I. It is the first city to have adopted a policy of no further addition of ICE
buses into city bus fleet.
The review of FAME scheme based procurement highlights presence of issues around
technological, funding and tendering aspects. These seem to have affected and
impacted the progress of electric bus adoption. Market study consultations, planned
with stakeholders, will be used to further understand, clarify the issues, problems and
ways forward for faster adoption.
With severely negative impact of COVID on the whole transport sector and on the
public transport in particular, the momentum for transitioning to Electric bus fleet is
likely to slow down, at-least for next couple of years. GoIs call for rejection of Chinese
products will further dent the progression towards electric mobility. Consequently, the
final procurement and operations of new Electric buses will experience various
untenable and uncontrollable delays.
These issues form background for market study consultations, discussed in next
sections.
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3 STAKEHOLDER MAPPING AND ENGAGEMENT
Following from an overview of FAME-I and II schemes, it is visible that actual
realisations, under the scheme, are far lower than the targets setup until now.
Possibility of achievements within year 2020 seem difficult, due to significant fall back
from the target and further impacts by COVID-19 pandemic, restricting activities
across all sectors of the economy.
For consultations/ engagement to understand EV sector’s issues related to
preparedness, problems faced/ foreseen alongside perspectives on way forward for
large scale transition to Electric buses, engagement with right set of companies/ firms
functioning in EV sector, therefore becomes pertinent under this market study. Key
benefits of such engagements lie in building a trust for the project and improve its
visibility. Simultaneously, possible risks across stakeholders can be identified for
possible solutions.
Key focus areas of large-scale transition of BMTC to Electric buses can be identified
as:
• Policy and strategic support,
• Electric bus technology and its standardisation,
• Manufacturing base and its capacity,
• Human resource skill set, and
• Involvement of Private sector
Accordingly, following type of entities are considered to influence and actually be part
of large-scale transition to Electric bus-based fleet over the coming decade.

3.1 Policy Makers/Regulatory Bodies
Regulators play a pivotal role in EV sector in India. There are various organisations
working at local, state and national level in EV technology, formulation of EV policy
and standards, guidelines etc. Some of the key regulatory entities are: Automotive
Research Association of India (ARAI), Central Institute of Road Transport (CIRT),
Department of Heavy Industries (DHI), NITI Aayog, Association of State Road
Transport Undertakings (ASRTU), Society of Indian Automobile Manufacturers
(SIAM), National Automotive Testing and R&D Infrastructure Project (NATRiP),
Automotive Component Manufacturers Association (ACMA), Indian Association of Bus
Manufacturers (IABM), Bus Operators Confederation of India (BoCI) and Society of
Manufacturers of Electric Vehicles (SMEV).

3.2 OEMs
The bus manufacturers and suppliers are an important part of the EV ecosystem. They
contribute in technology and product development and provide solutions that are
suitable for local conditions. There are many bus manufacturers in India, however,
there are a few who are into the business of Electric bus supply and manufacturing.
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The key OEMs are: Tata Motors Limited, Ashok Leyland Limited, JBM-Solaris, BYDOlectra, PMI-Foton, Eicher Motors and Mahindra Group.

3.3 Public Sector Bus Operators (STUs)
The public sector operators are responsible for providing bus transport services for
urban and inter-city movement of passengers. Commonly called a STU (State
Transport Undertaking), the large city specific transport undertakings (TU’s) function
either under the Transport Department or under the city municipal corporation/
municipality. Some of the STUs have E-buses either operational or sanctioned under
FAME scheme. These are Ahmedabad Janmarg Limited (AJL), PMPML (Pune), BEST
(Mumbai), TSRTC (Hyderabad), KSRTC (Kerala), WBTC (West Bengal), AICTSL
(Bhopal), ASTC (Assam), JKRTC (Jammu, NMMT (Navi Mumbai), LCTSL (Lucknow)
is a city transport undertaking having a fleet of 40 E-buses and HRTC (Himachal).

3.4 Private Bus Operators
There are over 20,000 private bus operators in India of which about 25 operators have
a fleet of about 500 buses, and about 10 operators are having fleet size of about 1,000
buses. Thus, the overall ratio of large fleet operators is very small while their core
business is inter-city bus service operations across various cities in India. Very few
private operators are providing city bus services to city transport undertakings. Some
of the private operators have ventured into Electric bus operations in recent years.
Bus Operators Confederation of India (BOCI) is the nodal association of the bus
operators. Some of the key bus operators identified are:
Purple Mobility Solutions Pvt. Ltd., SRS Travels, Urban Parivahan Services Pvt. Ltd.,
Rao Travels, Shri Maruti Travels, VRL Travels, Chartered Speed Pvt. Ltd., etc. are
some of the prominent private sector bus operators having potential for gradually
transition to Electric buses.

3.5 Charging Technology and Infrastructure Providers (EVSE’s)
With the introduction of EVs in India, few private sector entities have ventured into the
business of EV charging technology solutions and services over the past few years.
These entities are termed as EV Supply Equipment (EVSE’s) vendors. Some of the
identified EVSEs are BYD, Sun Mobility, Hitachi-ABB Power Grids, Siemens, NTPC,
Delta Electronics, Charge+Zone, SICON-EMI, Foton India and EVsafecharge.

3.6 Financing Institutions
Financing institutions are an important part of the EV ecosystem. A major challenge
in introduction of Electric buses is the capital cost and with its near absent financing,
has become one of the main reasons behind low penetration of Electric buses in Indian
cities. Financing institutions are important contributor to the development of the EV
sector through facilitation of suitable financial packages to different entities, primarily
OEMS and bus operators.
There are many institutions providing loans for vehicle procurements but very few who
are financing Electric buses. Some of the identified entities for market study are: State
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Bank of India, IndusInd Bank, Eversource Green Capital, HDFC bank and SBI
Capitals.

3.7 Power Distribution Agencies (DISCOMS)
The Power Distribution Companies (DISCOMS) are responsible for the sourcing and
distribution of energy to consumers across industry, commerce, agriculture and
domestic etc.). DISCOMS are run by central and state governments and generally do
not generate electricity but purchase from the source and supply to consumers. With
substantial growth in power generation and transmission capacities while significant
losses, inefficiencies and thefts in localised distribution networks hampered actual
energy availability to growing consumer and demand base, private sector has been
engaged now to function as DISOCMS. Some of the prominent private sector
DISCOMS are: Tata Power, Reliance Infrastructure, BSES Yamuna, BSES Rajdhani
etc.

3.8 Research Organisations
There are various organisations, both private and not-for-profit entities working in the
field of EVs in India. Their focus around EV sector includes technology, formulation of
policy and standards, Electric bus operations and management, etc. Some of the
research organizations work in the field of sustainable transportation planning,
promotion and advocacy and are closely associated with public and private sector at
local, state and national level. Some of the identified organisations are: World
Resource Institute (WRI), OLA Mobility Institute, International Association of Public
Transport (UITP) India, The Energy and Resource Institute (TERI), Centre for Battery
Engineering and Electric Vehicles- IIT Madras, Centre for Science and Environment,
Centre for Study of Science, Technology and Policy (CSTEP) and Indian Institute of
sciences (IISc) Bangalore.
Shortlisting of companies for actual interactions was guided by general information
about these companies, their involvement with EVs and Electric buses. The key
stakeholders shortlisted for consultation are listed below.
Table 3: Key Stakeholders Identified for Markey Study Consultations
Entity Type

Shortlisted Agencies

Regulatory/Policy Maker

CIRT, ARAI, DHI

Bus Manufacturers
(OEMs)

Tata Motors Limited, Ashok Leyland Limited, JBM-Solaris,
BYD-Olectra, PMI-Foton

STU’s (with ongoing
Electric bus operations)

BEST (Mumbai), PMPML (Pune), AJL, WBSTC

Private bus operators
(already in urban space
and/ or large inter-city
bus services)

Purple Mobility Solutions Pvt. Ltd., SRS Travels, Urban
Parivahan Services Pvt. Ltd., Highway Travels
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EVSEs

Hitachi-ABB Power Grids, Sun Mobility, BYD

Financing Institutions

State Bank of India, IndusInd Bank, Eversource Green, SBI
Capital

DISCOMS

Tata Power, Adani Power, BESCOM

Research Organizations

OLA Mobility Institute, World Resource Institute, IISc
Bangalore, CSTEP

The contacts were established and the request for interactions was made over emails.
However, due to COVID-19 pandemic and time constraints, actual contact and
consultations could not be established with all of the shortlisted stakeholders, but
efforts were made to reach out to as many as possible. For a few, already involved in
EV space such as IISc Bangalore, TERI, CSTEP and UITP India, no formal
consultation was scheduled, but their latest works (literature/reports) in Electric bus
was utilise.
The discussions were held over telephone and online tools such as Zoom and MS
Teams. A brief on stakeholder finally consulted is given in next section, primarily to
display existence or absence of prospective partners in BMTC’s vision of full transition
to Electric bus fleet over the next decade.
A brief description of entities interacted with, during this market study consultations,
and their activities in EV and Electric bus space is available in Annexure 2 Electric
bus models, presently available with different OEMs in India, are displayed in
Annexure 3.
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4 OBSERVATIONS FROM STAKEHOLDER
CONSULTATIONS
A consolidated view captured from each type of entity/ stakeholders is available in
following sections. Based on these, key findings across the focus areas are
summarised in next section on conclusions.
A detailed and consolidated listing of various observations from the market study
consultations are available in Annexure 4 alongside information/ parameters related
to Electric bus costs and performance in Annexure 5.

4.1 Government Advisory Bodies and R&D bodies
• The perception towards transition to Electric bus-based fleet is positive, however
defining a long-term strategy is important to keep the momentum going and help
move in right direction. Providing discounted electricity tariff for EV charging is one
of the basic facilitations. Indian OEMs are perceived to be capable of meeting future
surge in Electric bus demand, even if their present capacity is low and there is high
dependency on global supply chain for various EV aggregates.
• Technology advancement over next 2 to 3 years period will bring in improved and
cheaper batteries to take care of both the CapEx and range anxieties of an Electric
bus. In the meantime, increase in axle weight limit and bus length alongside addition
of extra axle have been permitted by GoI to enable more passenger carrying
capacity on an Electric bus. This will take care of problem of the laden weight
increase, on account of batteries, and support better energy efficiency through more
passengers per charge cycle. Systematic data collection for charging cycles,
efficiency and battery performance is recommended so is advance planning of route
structure, networks and schedules to plan induction of appropriate Electric bus fleet,
battery type and charging infrastructure. It is reflected that every public transport
operator will require to plan for their specific requirements in present and future to
enable an appropriate Electric bus induction.
• As far as batteries and charging infrastructure is concerned, there are no specific
recommendations, but battery swap technology for buses is one of the areas that
needs further R&D, particularly around its functionality in Indian mixed traffic
condition, automation, standardisation and interoperability. As per the R&D agency,
swap battery technology can be sustainable for large fleet size, as cost of battery is
removed from vehicle CapEx and is linked to fuel (power) cost. User has to pay for
energy use under OpEx model (like renting the battery). Power consumption is
lower for swap batteries, but it requires a whole day, in contrast to fast/ slow
charging where power consumption is more for certain time/ period of the day.
Moreover, area requirement for swap technology can be lower than that of plug in
charging (fast and flash).
• Engagement with private sector is considered very important both in terms of
sharing the operational and financial risks as well as for bringing efficiency in
Electric bus usage. However, to enable higher level of engagement/ participation,
balanced and impartial concession agreements will be necessary. STUs can adopt
different procurement models for Electric bus and charging infrastructure, such as
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GCC with subsidy, GCC without subsidy, NCC and outright purchase with
maintenance contract.
• Skill development is another important area of consideration for ensuring regular
maintenance and proper driving of Electric buses.

4.2 Bus OEMs- ICE and Electric bus space
• All OEMs, that the team consulted with, were in agreement on most of the points
outlined in this paragraph: Electric bus is looked upon as the future urban mobility
instrument. OEMs, in India, consider themselves capable of increasing the
manufacturing base for meeting higher demand levels of Electric bus, provided
sufficient time is available and there is confidence in future demand projections.
Presently, there is dependence on global markets for various aggregates, but
efforts are on towards attaining indigenous production of Electric buses. There is
need for a long-term strategy and policy for transition to Electric bus-based fleet. A
suggestion is that during the initial phase of transition, route operations can be
managed with a mix of ICE and Electric buses, and gradual shift to full Electric bus
fleet can happen subsequently.
• On technology front, OEMs reflected that technology reliability will be the driving
factor, not cost of Electric bus. Also, EV technology is more about application and
less about battery chemistry. Therefore, a good understanding of route and
schedules will be basic factor in adoption of Electric bus for city operations.
Presently Li-ion batteries that are in use are heavy, but battery size and cost will
keep reducing over coming years. LTO will be available soon and are better due to
high energy density, less weight and ability to flash charge at 10C rate without much
degradation. However, LTO is yet to be piloted in India. Battery manufacturing and
phased EV aggregate product development within India is under exploration. OEMs
would generally prefer NMC chemistry batteries, but slow chargers use LFP
chemistry. Moreover, OEMs will not restrict themselves to one battery technology
for varying products’ functional and performance needs. In coming years, more
range and variety of EVs will be available in the market, but unless there is a
foreseeable market for Electric buses, it will be difficult for OEMs to carry forward
with required investments. For upfront Electric bus procurement, some level of
standardisation is necessary but at the same time Inter-operability is more important
than standardisation, for matching up with across the sector technological mix and
upgradation requirement.
• Overall low confidence on a long-term view of the Electric bus demand, due to
difficulty in generating such prediction, is a primary reason for high CapEx of Electric
buses; in addition, aided by dependence on global markets for various aggregates.
Further, the Electric bus cost is higher under FAME-II GCC contracts in comparison
to the cost under FAME-I scheme of GoI. This is primarily due to perception of
higher level of contract risks on account of (a) low understanding of routes and
schedules to be served with Electric buses, (b) flaws in price escalation formulae,
(c) biased penalty clauses and (d) low confidence on receipt of regular monthly
payment under GCC model. Problems being faced during bids and execution of
Electric buses vary from power disruptions, low quality power, depot space non-
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availability, lack of support power infrastructure and that for operations. TCO has to
be considered for GCC model.
• OEMs can provide complete end to end engineering solutions covering rolling
stock, power supply and infrastructure, charging infrastructure and chargers. But
operating a city bus system is completely different and OEMs do not have such
experience with the same. However, under FAME-II contract conditions, new
associations with bus operators are necessary. The sentiment is that OEMs will be
better off with supplying Electric buses alongside their maintenance contracts.
• The important thought that echoed across all OEMs was that Electric bus contracts
should not worry about technology but should provide comprehensive route and
operational requirements, based on which OEMs/concessionaire can provide a
cost-effective and optimised technology solution. Electric bus contracts, if invited
for routes and operations rather than for supply of vehicles, can be better for both
the STU and the concessionaire. New technology can be tried with more confidence
and flexibility. Upfront purchase may be economical for big orders. Alternatively, for
big Electric bus orders, with a long-term assurance, OpEx model of bus supply
could be considered.
• The OEMs expect that battery prices may go down in future but there isn’t much
scope for reduction in cost of rest of the bus. However, in case of large long-term
orders, they may be able to negotiate better with their suppliers and reduce the
input costs.

4.3 The EVSE OEMs (Charging infrastructure providers)
The above entities have many points of view, similar to that of OEMs, particularly
around need for long-term planning of Electric bus induction rather than having a
fragmented approach or a short-term view. Selection of charging technology depends
upon available charging time and also on power supply and associated power
infrastructure provisions. EV charging creates a lot of harmonics in grid. Slow charging
requires consistent power for long-time, but Fast and Flash charging require frequent
high power over short-time intervals. Accordingly, a comprehensive depot-based
planning is required for induction of Electric buses, based on which power electronics,
space requirement, associated infrastructure needs, selection of AC-DC chargers,
transformers and batteries can be determined. Planning for total fleet and nature of
traffic operations from a depot will be important in determining a cost effective and
efficient power and charging infrastructure at a depot.
4.3.1 Battery
• Currently LFP batteries are widely used due to best price/energy density, however,
the scope for further development is limited. NMC and LTO batteries are under
development and may serve needs in the coming years.
• Overnight charging is more efficient, requires less investment and off-peak power
tariff is applicable due to low demand from other consumers. The recommendation
is for Slow charging option for small size buses with 100-150 KW power, while
bigger/ articulated buses should use small batteries (to enable more passenger
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carrying capacity) coupled with fast/flash charging. LTO batteries are small size and
can charge in few minutes, and therefore are suitable for BRT systems. For
example, Flash charge with pantograph technology can be used for 12m to 18m
buses requiring 350-400 KW power. However, this will require very robust
infrastructure and significantly higher CapEx and therefore not viable for normal
intra-city bus operations at this moment.
4.3.2 Charging Method
• There are 3 types of chargers: (i) 24 – 150 kW connectors, which is more popular
and suits depot charging as well as opportunity charging pit with 20-minute time for
240/350 kWh battery. (ii) pantograph down type for 150-600 KW and (iii)
pantograph up type for 50-600KW. Typically, individual chargers have equipment
to convert AC to DC for charging the bus. However, in case, the AC-DC conversion
is done centrally, and DC power is distributed through underground cabling within
the charging area, there could be 40% reduction in cabling cost and 60% reduction
in footprint of the charging system. For smaller bus fleet sequential charging can
reduce peak power demand.
• Battery swapping is identified as a more optimal solution instead of opportunity
charging when compared at TCO level. Swap technology is projected to be better
for battery life (70% good condition after life), provides better battery utilisation, and
is easily adaptable to new technology. It is highly suitable for midi buses with short
route lengths (up to 30 km round trip). However, swap technology will have range
limitation for AC midi buses (35-40km) which can be supplemented with extra
swaps. Mix of fast and swap charging can be an alternative solution for long city
routes like BMTC Airport route services. Battery swap station acts as an energy
storage unit for the grid and therefore can work as an energy bank. Non-AC bus
with swap technology can be cheaper (~30 lakhs, if demand is more) as swap
technology reduces vehicle upfront cost by 40-50%, by way of segregating bus
chassis and body from the battery.
4.3.3 Suggestions
• Some of the suggestions are STUs should adopt interoperable CCS 8 standard
chargers, sequential charging stations and optimum C9 rating batteries for Electric
bus operations. Also, energy management for Electric buses should be procured
as a service without worrying about battery performance and life. For large fleet and
long-term contracts, financial options can be worked out to offer OpEx model-based
solutions.

4.4 DISCOMs
• The entities commented that power supply for EVs is a global challenge and there
is no single solution. As EVs evolve, complexity of charging infrastructure will need
8

Combined Charging System (CCS) chargers is an open international standard, is used for fast charging and is a
direct current charging connector.
9 C-rating is a measure of the battery discharge rate relative to its maximum capapcity. A 1C discharge rate means
discharge current will discharge entire battery in 1 hour. For a battery with a capacity of 100 Amp-hrs, this equates
to a discharge current of 100 Amps.
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infrastructure management, maintaining power availability, cost reductions and
greening of power. The solutions need to evolve based on power availability, its
quality and requirement in terms of duration, magnitude and peak loads. Load
consumption varies by time of day and seasons due to which daily load curve of
consumption is not fixed in India. Also, DISCOMs are not prepared and systems
are not planned to deal with heavy power inrush at a particular location that
generates harmonics. EVs may be a source of power in future and supply to grid
during peak hours, thus power supply will become bi-directional. In view of all these
factors, power distribution for EVs requires long term planning with involvement of
all stakeholders. There is surplus power in the country and no challenge in getting
power for Electric bus use.
• Power infrastructure at depot should be planned with future needs and Electric bus
transition should be gradual. Hub and Spoke model of bus system operations works
well with Electric bus charging infrastructure provisions. Moreover, power regulators
need to get involved for large scale EV penetration and not leave all the planning
to DISCOMs. Renewable power such as solar can complement but cannot replace
coal/hydro power sources.
• Private business entity, in power sector, is capable to offer entire value chain
including setting up of chargers, LT/HT transmission and entire power infra work in
the depot. Private sector has power trading solutions to source power and reach
customers. Support from DISCOM is required for backup power. Private sector can
offer long term cost certainty with cost reduction; however, payment assurance is
required from government entity. Regulators have to look into fixed and variable
cost components of DISCOM for a rational payment mechanism. Energy cost
includes cost of power plus some premium for value added services which private
sector offers for analysing bus performance parameters. Power infra companies do
not supply chargers but offer solutions. At the same time, private sector has
dependence on DISCOMs, as these own the distribution networks.
• Bus OEMs core capacity is manufacturing vehicles and not managing power
infrastructure. They do not have capacity to handle entire power ecosystem.
However, in present bidding conditions, only OEMs can satisfy the eligibility
conditions and engage with power infrastructure companies, on case to case basis.
Some OEM are interested in end-to-end solution, some are interested for specific
components. Combining power supply, electrical and charging infrastructure can
optimize cost with single service provider and ensure reliability and accountability.
There can be separate service providers for bus operations and development of
charging infrastructure in the depot. With private sector presence in power
distribution, power equipment manufacturing and power management, it is difficult
to draw distinct segregation among these companies.

4.5 Financial Institutions
• So far, the banks and non-banking financial institutions have been financing the
buses in asset financing mode. The CapEx was low and therefore the EMI was a
small component of the total cost of operations. Being versatile, the diesel buses
have a considerable market value for asset-based financing. However, EVs need
to be funded on a project finance model.
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• It is difficult to assess the bankability of Electric bus systems as there is low
understanding of technology (in absence of live example that showcase full lifecycle
of Electric bus performance), continuously evolving technology and CapEx
reductions. Moreover, Electric bus project is more about cash flow rather than asset
funding transaction. Few STUs have financial credibility which does not give
cashflow certainty. Presently most Electric bus financing is taking place through
corporate financing model, based on relationship with the OEMs.
• Banks can finance up to 25-year projects based on cash flow and asset value,
however, for Electric buses, the loan period could be 75 to 80% of the concession
period leaving a tail period for any downside risks. There are three main risks
associated with EVs (i) technology risk (ii) cash flow risk, and (iii) operations risk.
EV technology is new and has limited implementation, so there are performance
risks. Major risk is from OEM and STU side. Banks can finance if all contract risks
are covered. Therefore, under present circumstances, banks require cashflow
assurance in form of government sovereign guarantee and credit enhancement.
• If the STUs provided credit enhancement like revolving letter of credits, government
guarantee/letter of comfort etc., the counterparty risk can be reduced to a great
extent. Alternatively, if a central nodal agency bided for the GCC contracts on behalf
of STUs, there would be a diversified pool of cash flows from different STUs to
bridge cash flow gap if any particular STU did not pay on time. Solar Energy
Corporation of India (SECI) and National Mission for Clean Ganga Authority
(NMCGA) are examples of such an agency in renewable energy sector and sewage
and waste management respectively.
• Additionally, Electric bus costs need to reduce to 80 lakh to 1 crore. Insurance tools
to cater contract performance uncertainties will help banks. There was the
sentiment that Electric bus should not be dependent on grant or financial support
from government. The bank guarantee against the subsidy adds a huge risk and
cost to the contract and is problematic to fund. The bidder is having to allocate a
large amount of equity due to the bank guarantee stipulation. Alternatively, if the
subsidy was paid on a per km basis and the bidder was free to negotiate the prices
for the buses independent of the subsidy amount, the rates quoted for the GCC
tenders could be much lower.
• Contract documents need to have balanced approach and win-win for all. All
possibilities of contract termination need to be addressed. Concession agreements
needs to avoid discretionary powers with the STUs which increases the risk to the
bidder and hence the price. Termination payments clause for lenders needs to be
included in concession agreement. Lender should get 100% if default on STU side
and 90% if default on operator side. Banks must have rights of substituting operator
and also the right to re-possess buses in case STUs do not pay the debt due.
Clause of operator penalty in force majeure event needs revision in MCA, where
penalty can be capped at 1% of revenue. Contracts must clearly specify route, time
schedules, lost kms, force majeure kms, fleet availability, spare buses must be
defined. Due to one-sides nature of concessions, many tenders/projects were
cancelled, and some had to be funded entirely by equity.
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• The concession terms must provide suitable escalation clauses to take care of the
input cost increases as it is difficult to fund projects where the EBITDA decreases
or is negative for later years.
• STUs should provide a plug and play model to operators whose expertise is to
procure, operate and maintain buses. It is not core competence of the operator to
acquire land, get permissions, draw power lines etc. and yet achieve financial
closure within 180 days. The STUs have better relations with the authority and are
in better placed to handle these activities at a lower cost. This will help them get
much rates. Similarly, the operator does not have control over power tariff, and they
should not bear that risk.

4.6 Bus operator
• The bus operators are looking forward to deployment of Electric buses. However,
the higher CapEx and lack of skilled manpower to maintain Electric buses are
challenges.
• The operators feel the economics of the Electric buses already suit inter-city
operations but due to limited range, route over 250 km are not possible.
• Since the banks are unwilling to fund Electric buses, the operators end up putting
in a very large amount of equity which is scarce and expensive. The private
operators need fair and equitable concessions with payment security to convince
the banks to fund the Electric bus projects.
• Further, the bank guarantee required to cover for the government subsidy is being
added to the project cost by the banks which is resulting in increased capital
requirement and not benefitting to reduce the GCC rates. Instead, if the subsidy
was paid over a period 5 years based on actual operation without the need for any
performance security, the rates would be much lower.
• Private operators‘ view on swap technology is different from that of EVSEs and
policy makers/regulators. Interoperability in swap technology is difficult. Battery
waste management and disposal is yet to be explored in swap technology. Large
batteries are not desirable for buses. Fast charge technology is suitable for buses.
Battery management system has to be integrated with vehicle management
system.
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5 KEY FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS FROM
CONSULTATIONS
Main learnings, from above consultations, and strategic areas of consideration
towards full scale transitioning to Electric bus fleet are summarised below.

5.1 Policy and Strategy
• Electric bus planning requires a good understanding of route characteristics and
corresponding schedule facilitation needs to satisfy given bus travel demand.
Appropriate data collection, collation and analysis will be important in this context.
• Immediate large scale EV adoption is not desirable. Operating a mix of ICE and
Electric buses, initially and gradually shifting to electric fleet can be the mantra.
However, formulation of a long-term view and strategy of bus route operations is
recommended for phased adoption.
• Desired magnitude of Electric bus operations benefits will be accrued only when
large scale transition is planned over a reasonable duration. This approach will also
affect faster technology stabilization as well as economic and easier adoption
mechanism.
• More than the Electric bus CapEx subsidy, Government support will be important
to (a) expand technology access to more operators, (b) set up charging
infrastructure, (c) support modifications to power distribution network to suit EV
needs, (d) standardised procurement and payment guarantee mechanisms like
SECI/NMCGA and (e) favourable electricity tariff/policies.

5.2 Technology Advancements and Selection
• Battery chemistry and charging infrastructure are undergoing various updates and
cost corrections. In coming few years TCO parities can be achieved or even
bettered with performance enhancement and CapEx reductions. Route and depot
level TCO analysis may provide better indications for technology adoption.
• Different technology solutions (specially around batteries, charging infrastructure
and power supply) are good for different scale of Electric bus O&M requirements.
Adoption of a mix of technology, during initial years of Electric bus adoption, can be
useful for STU like BMTC. This will enhance better capacity development towards
Electric bus adoptions and may make a reasonable business sense.
• Adoption of standard bus specifications for Midi (AC/non-AC) and Standard size
non-AC buses may be considered during initial transition years. This will reduce
CapEx as well as OpEx loads to enable faster adoption and learning around
nuances of new technology.
• Conductor less smart ticketing/ flat fare, segregation of bus and battery, optimum
battery size selection, and ability to carry out required operational re-organisation
are some of the areas that impact Electric bus technology choice and associated
cost.
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• Electric bus technology will be sensitive to local operating conditions, maintenance
regime and quality of power supplied. Adoption of Electric bus technology mix
should be based on rigorous market study of product features, their performance
under different operating conditions and constraints/ limitations.
• Whatever size and technology mix is adopted, inter-operability,
standardisation and flexibility to scale up are necessary.
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5.3 Manufacturing Base and Support Infrastructure
• To reduce dependence on global markets, enhancing the local manufacturing base
for Electric buses will be a major focus of the government and the industry, specially
post COVID-19 pandemic. Given this and present scenario, large fleet of Electric
bus supply will remain an issue for few years from now. However, within next 5
years, Electric bus supply is expected to match up to the demand across the urban
and regional bus operations as well as across public and private sector operators.
• Midi buses are perceived to be bigger section of Electric bus demand, partly due to
CapEx considerations and partly for the necessity of smaller size bus operations in
urban areas. From a city transport planning perspective covering different sized
cities, demand for midi buses is expected to surge from present levels. Accordingly,
OEMs may focus more on midi Electric bus segment and its variants.
• With need to reduce CapEx as well as need for participation of more manufacturers
in EV sector, there is a possibility that Electric bus market will experience
segregation of bus and battery alongside different power and charging
infrastructure models.
• A reasonably good understanding of Electric bus market size is sought by OEMs to
plan Electric bus production capacities. However, due to COVID-19 related
economy slow down and generally low level of technology knowhow/ over
dependence on global markets for the aggregates, prediction for short to mid-term
(over next 2-5 years) Electric bus market size may be blurry. This can impact
manufacturing base expansion of different OEMs, and thereby Electric bus supply.

5.4 Public Private Participation
• Lack of operational experience of Electric buses by STUs and skilled manpower,
continuous technological development, and presence of many technology
variants/solutions makes the Electric bus operations suitable for private sector
participation. The Electric bus ecosystem provides opportunities for multiple players
such as bus, battery and charger OEMs, operators, power supply companies,
integrated charging solution providers, maintenance companies etc.
• With low maintenance needs but high data analytics requirements (to tap
performance and staff training), future Electric bus operations can benefit from
specialized private sector engagements.
• Attractive PPP engagement models will be needed to (a) traverse path of
technology outreach faster, (b) bridge high CapEx and (c) cater to operational
dynamism required in city bus operations.
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• With growing understanding of the benefits of system wide solutions approach,
present single-party PPP engagement model are likely to see split into multi-player
models, where each private player will bring in specialized service. This may make
better business sense in future, when scale of Electric bus operations expands to
larger network and services. However, this will require more commitment and
understanding from the STUs as compared to present hands-off approach.

5.5 Financial Planning and Funding Support
• OEMs indicated that fixing of a base price for Electric bus and favourable electricity
tariff will be helpful for initial push to Electric bus adoption. Funding support
requirement for faster adoption of Electric buses is expected to continue over next
few years until TCO parity is reached.
• For enabling funding support from investors/banks, a project finance-based
approach will be more effective than pitching for vehicle-based funding support.
• Cost rationalization through appropriate project sizing and technology selection will
present better funding opportunities and lesser cost to the operator.
• For an optimised solution, gradual modifications in routing and scheduling practices
may be needed, which could combine with route change requirements within the
context of overall urban transport planning, for example modified urban transport
demand patterns and Metro rail network expansion. Such a coordinated activity will
not only support possible revenue enhancements and most certainly will cause cost
reductions.
• MCA conditions need modifications to attract banks and financial institutions into
Electric bus funding space. Discretions with STUs and penalties need to be capped
to reduce the risk to the operators.

5.6 Procurement Strategy
• Unbiased and well-structured contract conditions (well defined roles and
responsibilities, payment security), with suitable penalties and rewards will be
necessary to invite private sector into Electric bus space
• Appropriate project sizing, sub project formations coupled with scale and duration
of contracts/ concessions will be important part of procurement strategy for Electric
bus adoption towards full transition.
• Business case for full Electric bus transition of BMTC will guide procurement
strategy in addition to appropriate inclusion of various conditions of engagement in
addition to matching up to the technical outcomes/ expectations from the transition.
Firm commitment from the state to a long-term procurement program will go a long
way in building investor confidence and response to tenders.
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6 LESSONS FOR BMTC
The transition to Electric bus will be impacted not only by BMTC’s internal policies,
strategies and actions but also by EV sector’s outlook, readiness and capacity to
match up the buses and equipment supply with demand levels. Previous sections have
described observations and various possibilities of how sector may behave and what
strategies should be adopted by different entities.

6.1 BMTC’s Present status of Electric bus procurement
BMTC does not have any operational Electric buses as of August 2020, while
procurement under FAMEII and SMART CITY projects are under various stages of
bidding process. BMTC is planning to procure 90 MIDI (9 m) non-AC buses and 300
Standard (12 m) AC buses. Standard E-buses to be charged with primarily Depot
based charging, supported with Opportunity charging at terminal points. However,
bidding nd procurement procedures will be further delayed due to COVID pandemic.

6.2 Issues and Limitations
BMTC has been facing issue of high GCC rates in last three rounds of bids for
procurement of 300 standard buses over last one-year period. OEMs/concessionaires
indicated that BMTC concession terms exposed the operators to unacceptable level
of risks and hence they preferred to stay away from the tender. The bankers also did
not find the contracts bankable as there were many variations from the MCA
recommended by Niti Ayog. The credit rating of BMTC is in default category and the
operators were unsure of receiving timely payments. The penalty for deficiency of
service on the part of operators was very high and there was no compensation for
possible defaults of BMTC. Consequently, the intended participants found it difficult to
arrange financing for the project. This alongside non clarity of route operations caused
hike in rates, due to loading of risk factors onto the GCC rates.

6.3 Main takeaways
A long-term and comprehensive strategy/ action plan is needed for effective and
efficient adoption of Electric buses along with a fair and balanced contractual
framework and payment security mechanism. Therefore, in addition to procurement of
sanctioned Electric buses, BMTC to prepare a Business Case with phased routes and
depots selection strategy, technology selection strategy and procurement strategy for
the long-term Electric bus transition as per BMTC Vision 2030.
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ANNEX 1 : ELECTRIC BUS PROCUREMENTS UNDER
FAME SCHEME
Total of 5595 Electric buses are already sanctioned under FAME-II. Of these total buses,
400 Electric buses are allocated for inter-city operations. All buses are sanctioned to public
transport operators who have been engaged with city and mofussil bus operations since
last many years.
Following table provides details of FAME-I and FAME-II electric bus allocations across
different size cities. Presently operational fleet of electric buses is also available here.
FAME-I

Currently Operational

FAME-II

Number

Procured
through

Electric
buses
Sanctio
ned

Tendered
Out

GCC Rate
(Rs. /Km)
with
Electricity

80

80 (40 no.
9m AC & 40
no. 12m AC)

FAME-I

150

50 (12m AC)

86.0 (w/o
Electricity)

40

32

38 (9m AC &
12m AC)

FAME-I
and Local
funding

300

300 (9m and
12m AC)

74.0
(9mAC),
83.0
(12mAC)

Delhi Transport
Corporation

-

-

-

-

300

300 (12m
AC)

87.91

Bangalore
Metropolitan
Transport
Corporation

-

-

-

-

300

-

-

Hyderabad City

-

-

-

-

300

-

-

Ahmedabad
Janmarg Ltd.
(AJL)

-

-

50 (9m AC)

Local
Funding

300

300 (9m AC)

62.00

-

-

-

-

100

100 (9m AC)

85.95

City

Sanctio
ed

Procure
d till
date

Metropolitan/ Tier 1 Cities
West Bengal
Transport
Corporation,
Kolkata
BEST
Undertaking,
Mumbai

40+40

Tier 2 Cities
Jaipur
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FAME-I
City

Lucknow

Currently Operational

FAME-II

Number

Procured
through

Electric
buses
Sanctio
ned

Tendered
Out

GCC Rate
(Rs. /Km)
with
Electricity

40

40 (9m AC)

FAME-I

100

100 (9m AC)

64.84
(average)

Local
funding

150

150 (12m
AC)

76.95

Sanctio
ed

Procure
d till
date

40

Pune

-

-

150 (25 ebuses 9m AC
& 125 ebuses 12m
AC)

Indore

40

40

40 (9m AC)

FAME-I

100

-

-

Bhopal

-

-

-

-

100

-

-

Surat

-

-

-

-

150

150 (9m AC)

55.26

30

30

30 (9m Bus)

FAME-I

100

-

-

Nagpur

-

-

-

-

100

-

-

Rajkot

-

-

-

-

50

50 (9m AC)

54.82

Jabalpur

-

-

-

-

50

50 (9m AC)

67.23

Uttar Pradesh
(Other 13 no.
Tier 2 cities
cluster)

-

-

-

-

600

600 (9m AC)

64.79

Tamilnadu
(Various cities)

-

-

-

-

525

-

-

Andhra Pradesh
(Various Cities

-

-

-

-

300

-

-

Kerala (Various
towns)

-

-

-

-

250

-

-

Bhubaneshwar

-

-

-

-

50

50 (9m AC)

60.00

Nasik

-

-

-

-

50

50 (12m AC)

62.91

-

-

395

-

-

Navi Mumbai

Other Smaller size Cities- Rest of India395
Rest of India

-

-

40

FAME-I
City

Sanctio
ed

Currently Operational

Procure
d till
date

Number

Procured
through

FAME-II
Electric
buses
Sanctio
ned

Tendered
Out

GCC Rate
(Rs. /Km)
with
Electricity

Inter City Operations (State Road Transport Corporation)
Himachal Road
Transport
Corporation

25

25

25 (9m AC)

FAME-I

-

-

-

Rajasthan State
Road Transport
Corporation

-

-

-

-

50

50 (12m AC)

53.70

Telangana State
Road Transport
Corporation

40

40

40 (12m AC)

FAME-I

-

-

-

Other seven
State Transpprt
Corporations

-

-

-

-

350

-

-

Guwahati

15

15

15 (9m nonAC)

FAME-I

50

-

-

Jammu

40

40

40 (9m nonAC)

FAME-I

50

-

-

-

-

-

-

30

20 (9m AC),

73.80,

10 (12 AC)

90.90

50

50 (30 ebuses 9m &
20 e-buses
6.5m)

FAME-I

100

-

-

25

25 (12m AC)

FAME-1

-

-

-

Hilly Terrian

Dehradun
Himachal Road
Transport
Corporation for
Shimla Urban
area Bus Service

50

Other Metropolitan Agencies
Mumbai
Metropolitan
Regional
Development
Authority

25
(Hybrid
buses)
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FAME-I
City

Delhi Metro Rail
Corporation

Total

Currently Operational

FAME-II

Number

Procured
through

Electric
buses
Sanctio
ned

Tendered
Out

GCC Rate
(Rs. /Km)
with
Electricity

-

-

-

100

100 (9m AC)

64.50

417

615

-

5595

2430

-

Sanctio
ed

Procure
d till
date

-

425

Source: internal GFA-HEAT team’s market research

Tenders have been invited by many other cities, but due to COVID-19 pandemic impacts,
procurement of Electric buses will be delayed.
BMTC received sanction of 300 Electric Bus (standard size, AC buses) under FAME-II
scheme. The tendering process is not yet complete and is expected to be further delayed
with ongoing disruptions from COVID 19 pandemaic.
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ANNEX 2: BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO STAKEHOLDERS
CONSULTED FOR MARKET STUDY
OEMs (E-bus Manufacturers)
(i) Tata Motors Limited (TML)
Established in 1945, TML is a 74-year-old vehicle manufacturing company of India and has
developed variety of prototype bus models ranging from Electric bus, India’s first Hydrogen Fuel
Cell Bus, Hybrid Electric bus, India’s first LNG fuel bus and Diesel fuelled articulated bus. TML has
partnered with Marcopolo S.A. of brazil for bus body building. In Electric bus segment TML
currently offers 9m Midi and 12m standard size buses in AC and Non-AC variants. It can offer
varying floor heights. TML provided outright purchase Midi 9m and 900mm floor height E-buses
to Jammu, Guwahati, Lucknow, Indore and West Bengal. Total 215 buses have been supplied by
TML under FAME-I.
(ii) Ashok Leyland Limited (ALL)
Established in 1948, ALL is a 71-year-old vehicle manufacturing company of India. In the EV
segment, it has developed prototype bus models for Midi (9m) and Standard (12m) sizes. ALL has
partnered with Optare (U.K.) and ABB for EV Technology. In Electric bus segment it currently
offers 9m Midi and 12m standard size buses in AC and Non-AC variants. ALL does not offer low
floor buses as of now and all models are 900mm floor height. ALL is pioneered in rolling out India’s
first battery swap technology midi buses and as supplied 18 battery swap technology midi buses
and 32 midi buses with fast charge technology to Ahmedabad city for BRT system.
(iii) JBM-Solaris
JBM Group launched its bus division in the year 2014. The Group has a diversified portfolio with
presence in multiple domains such as Automotive, Engineering & Design services, Renewable
energy, Railways and OEM. JBM Group currently has an infrastructure of 40 manufacturing plants,
4 Engineering & Design centres across 18 locations globally and has over 20,000 employees. The
Group has alliances with more than 15 renowned companies globally and the associations. In
February 2020, the company launched its first Electric bus ‘ecolife’. JBM currently offers Electric
buses in 9m (midi) and 12m (standard) AC variants and has supplied 50 midi Electric buses to
Noida-Metro Rail Corporation (NMRC) and 30 Standard Electric buses to Navi Mumbai (NMMT).
(iv) BYD-Olectra
Olectra Greentech Ltd was founded in 1992 in Hyderabad and is a part of Goldstone Group, with
major interests in Composite Insulators, Amorphous core-distribution transformers, Data
Analysis, IT consulting and Electric buses. It is an ISO-9001:2008 certified company and its R&D
centre is recognized by the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research. It is the largest
manufacturer and suppliers of Composite Insulators in India. Olectra Greentech has partnered
with BYD Motors of China for Electric buses in India. Olectra-BYD currently offers Electric buses in
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7m (mini), 9m (midi) and 12m (standard) AC variants are popularly branded as K6, K7 and K9. BYDOlectra has supplied and operates Electric buses in the cities of Pune, Hyderabad, Himachal,
Kerala, Mumbai and Nagpur.
(v) PMI-Foton
PMI-Foton also known as PMESPL (Electro Mobility Solutions Pvt. Ltd.) is a manufacturer of zero
emission commercial vehicles and has technical tie up with Beiqi Foton Motors of China. The
company concentrates on manufacturing and research of sustainable transport modes. PMIFoton currently offers Electric buses in 7m (mini), 9m (midi) and 12m (standard) AC variants and
are popularly branded as Lito, Regio and Urban. PMI-Foton has supplied 50 midi (9m) Electric
buses to Himachal SRTC.
Public Sector Operators (also referred as STUs)
(i) Pune Mahanagar Parivahan Mahamandal Ltd. (PMPML), Pune
PMPML was established in the year 2007 and is responsible for providing city bus services across
PMR region comprising of cites of Pune and Pimpri-Chinchwad. PMPML has a fleet of 2600 buses,
out of which it owns and operates 1600 buses. Remaining buses are from private operator under
PPP and GCC contracts. Daily average revenue is Rs. 1.60 crore and about 1700 buses are operated
on a daily average. Annual deficit of PMPML is borne by municipal corporations of Pune and
Pimpri-Chinchwad in ratio of 60:40. PMPML board of directors consists of administrative and
political representatives of both the cities. PMPML Board has passed a resolution that in future
PMPML would only have fleet with CNG and Electric buses and will gradually phase out diesel
buses.
PMPML started Electric bus operations since 2018. Currently there are 150 Electric buses
operational, of which 25 are Midi (9m) and 125 are standard (12m) size buses. PMPML board has
approved introduction of additional 500 Electric buses from own funds and decided to first
introduce 25 midi buses for pilot project. Both the municipal corporations have provided subsidy
for 500 buses amounting about Rs. 50 lakh per bus. Out of 500, PMPML has already introduced
150 buses on GCC model. Tendering procedure for remaining 350 Electric buses is underway.
PMPML did not apply for central government subsidy under FAME-I. PMPML engaged CIRT for
bid document preparation, technical specifications and inspection of buses. PMPML believes that
Electric buses is the way forward for city operations and in next few years diesel buses would
phase out- the same has been adopted as a policy by the local municipalities.
(ii) Brihanmumbai Electricity Supply and Transport (BEST) Undertaking, Mumbai
BEST undertaking presently operates 38 Electric buses (6 no. standard size buses procured through
outright purchase and 32 Midi buses- procured under FAME-I). All buses are non-AC and operational
under GCC model where the operator/OEM is undertaking maintenance of these buses. A total of 320
E-buses are approved to BEST under FAME-II, and all these are single decker non-AC midi buses.
The GCC rate under FAME-II scheme is INR 52/km w/o electricity and INR 58/Km with electricity.
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Procurement and deployment of FAME-II buses is expected over next couple of years. The contract
award was finalised by March 2020 and COVID-19 lockdowns came into being immediately afterwards.
BEST has presently employed only slow charging technology whereby all buses are charged overnight
at depot. Ongoing Electric bus operations are satisfying, no maintenance/breakdown issues are
experienced however, since the operations are just over a year old, it’s early days for having any
medium to long term confidence on the technology suitability for urban bus operations. The rated
battery output is 180-200 km/charge, however due to absence of required opportunity charging
infrastructure across the city, their actual vehicle utilisation realised is around 170 km/day, that is
achieved through allocation of Electric buses to shorter round trips as much as possible across one
route or more.
The operational issues identified with E-buses is around shortage of depot space for dual purpose of
installing and provisioning of charging infrastructure and parking. Similarly, with opportunity charging
at terminal points, two bus bays and required circulation/waiting areas will be needed, leading to
additional space requirement. Mumbai being a high density island, uch additional space availability is
a complex problem.
Installation of opportunity charging infrastructure across the city should be taken up by the city
municipality for all types of vehicles, something on the lines of petrol/diesel and CNG stations by
different oil and gas companies. This will ensure availability of opportunity charging facility across the
city and save not only on the depot/terminal space of the STU but also the capex. Another big issue is
substantially high capex of Electric buses while the battery technology is undergoing advancement.

Private Sector Bus Operators
(i) Purple Mobility Solutions Pvt. Ltd., Pune
The company has over 30 years of experience in bus operations and is operating more than 1200
vehicles of different categories. Its City-Bus business on PPP basis is spread in various cities across
India. They carry more than 240 Million passengers by city buses and 1.5 million passengers on
intercity buses per annum. It is the first company in India to become a member of Global
Passenger Network (GPN) in 2016. The company offers variety of services including intercity and
intracity bus services, employee transport services by buses, sightseeing coach, school bus
services, bus and car rentals, holiday packages. They have own central control room for
monitoring their daily operations. They have in-house capacity for planning, designing route
schedules, crew training, monitoring bus performance using IT systems. They use specially
designed software Trapeze to plan and monitor daily performance of vehicle operations. To
maintain high levels of service standards a professional training of minimum 52 hours per year is
given across all hierarchy levels to employees.
(ii) SRS Travels, Bangalore
Founded in 1971 and headquartered at Bangalore, the company offers intercity transport,
employees transport, tourist transport and logistics services. The company is into business of
intercity, intracity bus services, employee transport, logistics and cab service and are present in
11 states and mainly 4 places like Pune, Hyderabad, Chennai, Mysore etc. They have fleet size of
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about 5,000 vehicles including buses, cabs, commercial vehicles etc. Their bus fleet size is about
1,500 buses which has brands like Scania, Volvo, Mercedes etc. Their last year annual turnover is
about 950 Crore.
(iii) Urban Parivahan Services Pvt. Ltd.
The company headquartered at Kolkata has major fleet for school buses, also operates few
intercity routes. It provides staff transport service and tourist buses. At present, not in business
of city transport. The company has won highest bids for bus operations in India under FAME-II, It
has won bids for Kolkata-50 buses, Bhubaneshwar, Uttar Pradesh, Surat and Rajkot cities for GCC
contracts with total of 950 buses. Under FAME-I, the company got order from Himachal SRTC for
80 buses and are operating on Rohtang, dharmshala, Manali routes. PMI-Photon is their working
partner. They have also won the bid for 50 mini (6m) buses for DMRC to operate in last mile
connectivity and have partnered with JBM-Solaris bus manufacturer.
EVSE – Charging Technology Solution Providers
(i) Sun Mobility
Established in 2017, Sun mobility is the leading provider of universal energy infrastructure and
services to accelerate mass EV usage. SUN Mobility is a joint venture between Maini Group which
is a diversified engineering powerhouse providing solutions for intra-campus electric mobility,
material handling, aerospace and automotive precision products and SUN Group which has global
investments in the range of sectors such as energy (oil & gas), mining, renewable energy and new
energy storage applications.
The vision of SUN Mobility is to create a universal network of interoperable energy infrastructure
to accelerate mass adoption of electric mobility. The approach of separating batteries from
vehicle through the quick battery swapping model addresses the key issues of high upfront cost,
range anxiety and long charging time. It has collaborated with vehicle manufacturers, battery cell
technology providers, fleet operators/aggregators, oil marketing companies and cities across the
ecosystem. They have partnerships with Indian Oil Corporation (IOC), Piaggio Motors, Uber,
SmartE, Microsoft and Ashok Leyland. Presently providing their EV charging services (battery
swap interchange stations) in the cities of Amritsar, Chandigarh, Panchkula, Gurugram,
Ghaziabad, Delhi, Vijaywada and Kozhikode for private vehicles. The company offers battery swap
technology solutions for electric two-wheeler, three-wheeler and buses. For Electric buses, they
use advanced Li-Ion battery and have developed interoperable interchange station for various
bus models (AC and Non-AC, 9m, 12m, low floor, high floor etc.).
(ii) Hitachi-ABB Power Grids
The company headquartered in Zurich Switzerland and having world’s largest installed base has
over 100 years of experience in pioneering innovation. It has more than 36,000 employees,
present in 90 countries with 200 offices globally and has 115 factories. It operates across four
business units (i) grid automation (ii) grid integration (iii) high voltage current (iv) transformers. It
offers solutions in power consulting, high voltage direct current, grid and power quality solutions,
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semi-conductors and service solutions. It offers services and solutions in areas of renewables,
T&D, industries, transportation and infrastructure.
In 2017, world’s first Electric bus with flash charging technology was put into commercial
operations in Geneva with the company’s solution. They provide integrated solutions and services
to bus manufacturers, power utilities, construction companies and transport operators. Their Grid
E-motion Fleet solution offers services for large scale EV charging. Their Grid E-motion Flash
solution offers services in Flash Charge which world’s fastest flash charging connection
technology without affecting passenger capacity and journey times. Their products portfolio
includes Electric bus chargers, DC fast chargers, charging network software, energy storage,
electrical power, distribution solution components, and renewable energy integration. They have
sold more than 14,000 DC fast chargers globally including more than 4,500 high power chargers
with 150 to 450 KW.
(F) Financing Institutions
(i) Eversource Capital
Eversource Capital is the investment manager of Green Growth Equity Fund (GGEF) which is a
climate fund with mandate to mobilize significant volume of permanent institutional capital into
Indian green growth market with a target fund size of USD 700 million. GGEF has achieved first
close with USD 340 million from National Investment and Infrastructure Fund (NIIF), India and
DFID-UK Government. British Petroleum has also invested USD 70 million. EverSource Capital is
50:50 joint venture between Everstone Group which is a leading Indian investment capital and
Lightsource BP which is a leading global renewable strategic. EverSource is looking to create
Electric Mobility as a service platform called ‘e-MaaS’ to leverage EV technology. It is a platform
to initially own and operate city bus routes and charging infra on a long term take or pay GCC.
They are also working on expanding beyond Electric buses to intercity market, electric two
wheelers and three wheelers for on-demand and last mile connectivity. It aims to attain
leadership by consolidating a fragmented and capital deficient market by leveraging disruptive
potential of EV technology and their focus area are energy efficiency, energy storage, water
desalination, waste water treatment and transport.
(ii) State Bank of India (SBI)
It is an Indian multinational, public sector banking and financial services statutory body
headquartered in Mumbai. It is largest nationalised bank in India with 23% market share by assets
and 25% share of total loan and deposits market. SBI has over 24,000 branches in India. Apart
from its associate banks it has non-banking subsidiaries like SBI capital markets Ltd., SBI cards and
payment services pvt. ltd., SBI life insurance company ltd.
(iii) IndusInd Bank
Established in 1994, the bank offers commercial, transactional, and electronic banking products.
It has specialized in retail banking and continuously upgrades it system and services. It’s a
universal bank with over 2.5 crore customers and 5,000 distribution points and nearly 2,000
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branches across the country and offers wide array of products and services for individuals and
corporate including microfinance, personal loans, and commercial vehicle loans, SME loans. It is
also preferred banking partner for various government entities, PSU’s and large corporates.

(G) DISCOMS
(i) Tata Power
It is a 100-year-old largest integrated power company in India. The company offers solutions for
complete power value chain including renewable energy generation, conventional energy
generation, transmission, distribution, EV charging infrastructure, solar rooftop, manufacturing
and delivering large EPC projects. It has 5 million distribution customers, 12742 MW generation
capacity, 30% clean energy portfolio. It has installed world’s largest solar roof top installation of
12MW on a cricket stadium in Mumbai. Further, is has installed India’s largest solar carport of
2.67 MW at cochin international airport and established first public EV charging station in
Mumbai. Tata Power Delhi Distribution Ltd.is first success story of PPP in power sector in India.
The company has won national and international awards for power distribution reforms in the
country. The company has established EV charging stations in Mumbai, Delhi and Hyderabad.
They offer EV charging stations for commercial, corporate and public spaces. They have
developed special mobile application for the EV charging station users and management. The EV
charging stations have fast chargers which can fully charge electric car battery in about 1.5 hours.
(ii) Bangalore Electricity Supply Company Limited (BESCOM), Bangalore
Formed in 2002 it is a public sector undertaking (PSU) responsible for power distribution in eight
districts of Karnataka covering area of 41,092 sq. kms. It has 3 operating zones: Bangalore
metropolitan area, Bangalore rural area and Chitradurga zone. BESCOM functions under KPTCL
(Karnataka Power Transmission Company Limited) which is the sole electricity transmission and
Distribution Company of Karnataka state. KPTCL is governed by the purview of Ministry of Energy.
BESCOM provides services under the Electricity Act 2003. Besides BESCOM, there are 5 other
utilities having distribution license in Karnataka. For Bangalore city, BESCOM is the nodal
distribution agency. BESCOM has the capacity and readiness to provide supply up to 6MW
connection at each BMTC depot. BESCOM can arrange for alternate supply source to mitigate
possibility of supply outage from one source. BESCOM serves 3 zones, 6 districts, 6 circles, 24
divisions, 103 sub-divisions, 416 section offices and 92024 distributions.
Government Advisory and R&D Agencies
(i) Central Institute of Road Transport (CIRT)
CIRT was established in 1967 on the joint initiative of the Ministry of Shipping & Transport & the
Association of State Road Transport Undertakings (ASRTU). CIRT is committed to improving the
efficiency & productivity of the transport sector, with particular emphasis on the State Transport
Undertakings (STU). The organisation provides technical training, consultancy and automobile
component testing services to the STU fraternity for the last 45 years and also offers management
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development programmes covering general management, transport operations and maintenance
engineering for practising managers in STUs. It has a sophisticated automobile component testing
laboratory, recognised by the Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) for testing a wide range of
automobile components. There are two centres of special studies within CIRT (i) Centre for Road
Safety, and (ii) Centre for Transport Policy and Economics. These Centres will develop into think
tanks on these subjects in order to produce appropriate reports to enable policy making and its
implementation. CIRT has capacity to assist city transport undertakings in preparation of technical
specifications, tender documents, bus inspection, testing and certification for Electric buses.
(ii) OLA Mobility Institute (OMI)
OMI founded in August 2018, is the policy research and social innovation think-tank, focused on
developing knowledge frameworks. The institute concerns itself with public research on the social
and economic impact of mobility as a service, electric mobility, climate change, future of work
and the mobility economy, transit-oriented planning, digitalisation of mobility, accessibility,
safety, and gender. All research conducted at OMI is funded by ANI Technologies Pvt. Ltd. (the
parent company of brand Ola). The key areas of work are: Urban Mobility, Electric Mobility,
Accessibility and Inclusion, Future of Work. It has also devised an Ola City Sense (OCS) which is a
program to provide intelligent data-based insights to enable governments to enhance a city’s
mobility experience.
(iii) World Resource Institute (WRI)-India
It is a global research non-profit organisation established in 1982 with the goal of bringing
objective analysis and policy engagement to the pressing global challenges linking economic
development, natural resources and the environment. Over the years, WRI has earned reputation
for practical solutions and global impact based on rigorous analysis and deep long-term
engagement with governments, corporations, city leaders and communities. WRI’s activities are
focused on 7 areas: food, forests, water, energy, cities, climate and ocean. WRI design solutions
for and analyse these 7 critical areas through 4 key centres viz; business, economics, finance and
governance. They have offices in 10 countries and programs in 60 countries across the globe with
over 750 staff. WRI established its office in India in 2011 and works with local and national
governments, business and civil societies to address India’s development challenges and identify
solutions that are economically and environmentally sound. They develop blueprint for
sustainable urban transport and smart city growth, provide research and policy recommendations
to expand renewable energy and access to affordable, reliable power. WRI works in the field of
EVs and provides inputs to government.
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ANNEXURE 3 : AVAILABLE ELECTRIC BUS PRODUCTS IN
INDIAN MARKET AND SPECIFICATIONS
1. Ashok Leyland Limited (ALL)
ALL offers Semi-Low Floor E-buses in 9m (Midi) and 12m (Standard) size variant in both
AC and Non-AC configurations with fast charge and battery swap technology. ALL has
supplied 18 buses with Swap Technology and 32 buses with Fast Charge Technology to
Ahmedabad Janmarg Limited (AJL) for BRT Operations. Brief technical specifications of
their bus models are given below.
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2. Tata Motors Limited (TML)
TML offers Electric buses in 9m (Midi) and 12m (Standard) size variant in both AC and
Non-AC configurations. TML has supplied Midi Buses to cities of Jammu, Guwahati,
Indore, Lucknow and Kolkata. TML has also supplied 12m buses to Kolkata. Brief
technical specifications of their bus models are given below.

9m Midi Bus

12m Standard Bus
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12m Low Entry Electric bus Technical Specifications
Chassis Specifications
GVW

19.5 T Max.

Seating capacity

35+Driver

Wheel base

6300 mm

Overall height

3350+/-50 mm

Overall length

11940 +/- 40 mm

Overall width

2600 mm

Floor height

400 +/- 10 mm

Turning circle diameter

19.7 m approx.

LV system voltage

24 V

Tires

295/80R 22.5

Brakes

Disc brake (front) and drum brake (rear)

Suspension

Air suspension front and rear

Steering

Hydraulic power steering with electrically driven pump

Compliance

CMVR, UBS-II, AIS-052, wheel chair provision

HV System Specifications
Traction motor
145 Kw
HV battery and energy

Li-Ion battery, 248 KWH scalable

Charger capacity

Can be scaled as per requirement

Performance Specifications
Gradeability
Min 17% @rated GVW
Acceleration

> 0.8 m/s2

Range

Min. 200 kms. (as per test procedure AIS 040, CMVR)

Charging time

2 to 3 hours with fast charging
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3. JBM-Solaris
JBM offers Electric buses in 9m (Midi) and 12m (Standard) size variant in both AC and
Non-AC configurations. JBM has supplied 30 standard size (12m) Electric buses to Navi
Mumbai NMMT. Brief technical specifications of their bus models are given below.

9m Midi Bus

12m Standard Bus
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4. Foton-PMI
PMI-Foton offers Electric buses in 9m (Midi) and 12m (Standard) size variant. Foton-PMI
has supplied 50 Midi (9m) Electric buses to Himachal SRTC. Brief technical specifications
of their bus models are given below.

9m Midi Bus

12m Standard Bus

9m Midi Bus

12m Standard Bus

Length

8540

11950

Width

2435

2550

Height

3080

3100

Seating capacity

30+D

35+D

Wheel base

4450 mm

6320 mm

Floor height

650 & 900 mm

400 mm

Front & rear overhang

As per AIS 052

As per AIS 052

Gradeability

17%

17%

Acceleration

0-30 kmph in <10.5 Sec

0-30 kmph in <8.0 Sec

GVW

12.5 Tonne

18 Tonne

Range

>250 km./day

>250 km./day

Motor
power

type

and

rated PMSM, 102 KW

PMSM, 145 KW
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Rated and max. torque

135 Kw, 1800 Nm

245 Kw, 3329 Nm

MEP level

IP 67

IP 67

Energy regeneration

Yes (by braking)

Yes (by braking)

Battery capacity

102 KwH

152 KwH

Battery type

Advanced Li-Ion

Advanced Li-Ion

Nominal range

168 kms

144 kms

Battery cooling system and Yes, IP 67
pack protection level

Yes, IP 67

Charging power

150-375 Kw

150-375 Kw

Charging time

30 min to 1 hour

30 min to 1 hour

Chassis and suspension

Monocoque,
suspension

Brakes

Air brake with ABS (front Air brake with ABS (front
disk, rear drum)
disk, rear drum)

Parking brakes

Energy storage spring

On-board ITS

Wi-Fi, CCTV, Multimedia, Wi-Fi, CCTV, Multimedia,
GPS, LED displays
GPS, LED displays

Additional feature

-

air Semi-Monocoque,
suspension

air

Energy storage spring

Kneeling
(optional)

mechanism
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5. BYD-Olectra
BYD-Olectra offers Electric buses in 9m (Midi) and 12m (Standard) size variant. BYDOlectra has supplied 40 Standard (12m) buses to TSRTC Hyderabad, 125 standard
and 25 Midi buses to PMPML Pune, 10 Midi buses to Kerala SRTC, 10 buses to BEST
Mumbai etc. Brief technical specifications of their bus models are given below.

9m Midi Bus

12m Standard Bus

9m Midi Bus

12m Standard Bus

Length

8900 mm

12000 mm

Width

2465 mm

2520 mm

Height

2930 mm

3340 mm

Seating capacity

31+D

39+D

GVW

13.5 Tonne

18 Tonne

Floor height

650 mm

400 mm

Max. power & torque

180 Kw, 800 Nm

180 Kw, 800 Nm

Transmission,
steering

Brake, Disk brake with ABS, auto Disk brake with ABS, auto
transmission,
power transmission,
power
steering
steering

Suspensions

Air suspensions

Air suspensions

Tyre

255/70 R22.5

295/80 R22.5

Kneeling mechanism

No

Yes

Battery

Li-Ion Phosphate
regeneration.

with Li-Ion Phosphate
regeneration.

with
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Range

Up to 200 km.

Up to 300 km.

Charging time

2 to 3 hours

4 to 5 hours

Max. speed

70 KMPH

70 KMPH

Acceleration

0-30 kmph in <10.5 Sec

0-30 kmph in <10.5 Sec

Charging mode

AC charging <=80 KW

AC charging <=80 KW

Input voltage

3 phase AC

3 phase AC

Safety

Short circuit, lightening Short circuit, lightening
and over temperature and over temperature
protection
protection

Bus body

As
per
monocoque
wheel drive

Charger weight

30 Kg

30 Kg

Length of cable

3 meters

3 meters

Housing protection level

IP 55

IP 55

Onboard ITS

CCTV, PIS, VTS

CCTV, PIS, VTS

AIS
052, As
per
chassis in monocoque
wheel drive

AIS
052,
chassis in
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ANNEXURE 4 : CONSOLIDATED LISTING OF COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS OF STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATIONS FOR MARKET
STUDY
Observations, Comments and Suggestions for Large Scale transition to Electric buses in City bus operations:

Focus
Drivers

Regulator/
Enablers

Areas/

Policy & Strategy

•

Strategy needs to
be defined for EV
penetration. Ebuses will give
better cost benefit
analysis

Technological
Advancements and
Standardisation

•

Large battery will
increase overall bus
weight

•

Axle load limits are
increased from 16 to
18 tonne. Bus length
is increased from 12
to 13.5m by
Government.

•

•

•

•

Multi axle buses can
be made for 15m
length to carry more
passengers.
It is expected that in
next 5 years
standardization in
charging technology
and infrastructure will
be achieved.
Universal and
interoperable
charging stations will
be created in next
few years.
Battery range
requirement is an
issue for intercity bus
operations, not so
much for intra-city
bus operations
Battery cell
manufacturing in
India is at
development stage.

Manufacturing Base
and relevant
Infrastructure
Support

•

•

•

OEMs will
enhance their
production
capacities only if
orders are for
more than 100
buses

Skill Set availability
and Supportive Ecosystem

•

New bus models •
will be introduced
soon. Chargers
should be
provided by OEM
There is
dependency on
global supply
chain market
currently for EV
aggregates

STU’s need to
build their staff
skills and
capacity to
handle E-buses
operations and
maintenance.
E-bus require
less maintenance
staff. But Regular
maintenance of
E-buses is very
critical

•

Electricians need
to be trained to
understand
complex wiring
technology

•

Drivers require
training for
optimum use of
accelerator as it
is linked with
power
regeneration

•

Driver’s to be
familiarized for
state of charge
and Do’s and
Don’ts

•

Battery charging
cycles need to be
defined through
continuous data

PPP

•

•

private sector
participation
under GCC is
required for
STU’s for initial
years

Procurement
Costing
and
FAME Guidelines
Strategy to support
Financial Support
from DHI
O&M

•

Financing EVs is •
a major challenge
today

•

Base price of
buses needs to
be fixed.
Overheads may
vary

Private operators
can manage Ebus operations in
•
cost effective
manner

Discounted
electricity tariff
must be provided
for E-buses

•

Penalty
•
structure should
be rationalized
and be in
certain bearable
limits
There are
various models
that STUs can
checkout (i)
outright
purchase (ii)
GCC with
subsidy (iii)
GCC without
subsidy (iv) net
cost
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Battery size
optimisation requires
further R&D
•

Standards for
hydrogen fuel cell bus
have been developed

•

Re-use of batteries is
yet to be explored.

•

Automatic battery
swap technology
requires further R&D

collection and
analysis. This can
guide and direct
right set of
technological
upgrades
•

STU’s should
decide their
requirements and
technology
suitability for their
operations

•
OEMs

•

•

For transition to
Electric buses for
city operations,
continued push from
Govt. is required
through policy and
funding support
Adopt Mix of CNG
and Electric buses
for gradual shift to
electric fleet. Diesel
buses not to be
purchased any
more.

EV technology is
more about
application, less
about battery
chemistry and
depends on route
structure and
operations
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Technology
reliability will be a
driving factor
than cost.
By 2025, TCO
parity can be
achieved by
systematic
reduction in
battery and costs
(60% reduction).
But for that
market support is
essential.
•
Interoperable and
universal
charging stations
should be
established at
depots
•
Battery Swapping
is not viable for
charging in city
bus operations
Flash charging is
not economical

OEMS will offer
•
more variety of
EV models – both
in personal and
commercial
vehicles space
OEMs can supply
within 6-9
•
months’ time
from available
products.
However about 2
•
years are needed
for production of
new models such
as 18m
articulated E-bus,
and increasing
bus length to
13.5m (from
present 12m)
OEMs can
produce 200
buses per month
and can scale up
demand, if there
is need.

•

OEMs can
provide
customised
products for large
•
orders and with
future order
assurances, this
can help bring

Presently STUs
don’t have
capacity and
capability to
envision 100%
transition to
Electric buses
Electric buses
require less but
regular
maintenance.
E-buses are not
regular buses.
STUs need to
understand the
technology,
charging cycles
and have trained
staff for
maintenance and
operations.
Drivers can be
trained to charge
buses, alongside
nuance of driving
an electric bus in
live traffic
conditions for
safety and energy
efficiency
OEMs are ready
to provide end-toend solution
including power
supply, charging

•

•

•

•

Indian OEMs have •
partnered with
global players in
area of
technology
development.
•
Private sector has
good cash flows,
credit ratings and
offer good profits
•
The lack of
support
infrastructure and
subsidy restricts
the private
•
players from
foraying into EV
market
OEMs are either
exploring own
solutions for
charging infra or
outsource the
same. Monthly
rentals or kmbased payments
models are
explored for
outsourcing
charging infra
and service.

•

•

•

E-Bus financing
to be treated as a
project financing
than a vehicle
financing.

•

TCO has to be
considered for
GCC contracts

•

STU’s should
specify routes,
schedules,
operational
parameters in
bids and allow
•
OEM and operator
to work out
optimized
solution and not
worry about
range

E-Bus cost 3040% cheaper for
900mm floor
height buses
Non-AC Electric
buses offer more
advantages and
are more fuel
efficient
Cost of chassis
will always
increase. Less
cost if large fleet
order

•

Upfront purchase
may give better
prices to STU’s
Subsidy schemes
should continue
for next 4-5 years
till TCO parity is
•
reached
Managing CapEx
is main challenge
in EVs as it
comprises 5060% of cost while

•

•

E-bus
•
procurements, if
done for route
operations rather
than as vehicles,
can result in
better deals for
•
STUs. New
technology can
be tried with more
confidence and
•
flexibility.
For upfront E-bus
procurement,
some level of
Technology
standardisation is
necessary

Approximately 6
to 7 months are
required for
prototype
development. But
STU’s reduce
delivery timelines
specified by DHI.
Qualification
criteria are not
suitable in some
tenders. EMD and
BG requirements
need to be
changed.
In BG value, some
consider total
project cost of 10
year, some
consider capital
cost.
Net worth
criterion needs to
be reduced.
MCA has flaws in
price escalation
formulae. It must
be based on
changes in CPI,
WPI and wage
rate.

ITS service
provider must be
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Off-board DC fast
chargers are
better than onboard AC fast
chargers

down the E-bus
cost
•

Presently used Liion batteries are
heavy. Effort is on
•
to reduce bus
weight. Battery
size and cost will
reduce in coming
time. LTO will be
available soon
and are better due
to high density
and less weight.
LTO is yet to be
piloted in India.
BMS is
continuously
improving and
Waste
management is
underway.
Battery cell
manufacturing
and phased
product
development for
EV aggregates is
being explored in
India

•

•

•

Indian OEMs
prefer NMC
•
battery chemistry
but slow chargers
use LFP
chemistry.
At the same time
OEMs may not
restrict to one
battery
technology

•

•

OEMs can have
capacity to make
10,000 buses a
year if orders are
more

infra
development,
chargers etc. But
they don’t have
bus operations
experience.

energy cost is
roughly 12%.
•

STUs demand
customised
products without
assurance of
regular orders.
Due to which
OEMs are unable
to predict future
product demand.
This is one of the
reasons for
higher GCC rates
and E-bus costs

•

E-bus orders are
not regular like
that of ICE buses

•

Availability of uninterrupted power
supply and
corresponding
infra is crucial
Availability of
power infra is
important for
deciding charger
size.
Use of Solar
energy must be
explored. Solar
panel can be
installed at
depots for
renewable power
Opportunity
charging at
terminals and
depots can
optimise battery
size.

Inability for Repossession of Ebuses is a
concern for
bankers, in case
of contract
termination. One
of the primary
reasons for not
much interest in
providing loans

on board before
purchasing Ebuses
•

STU’s should
allow GCC
bidders to let
private vehicles
charge at Depot.
This will reduce
bid cost

•

Payment
assurance is key
driving factor and
is in market
interest for
achieving
transition to Ebuses faster

For long term
contract, there
has to be
sovereign
guarantee from
state government
•
for assured
payments
Lenders have
•
intentions to
invest, but
procedure/
conditions are not •
clear

OEMs should be
allowed to partner
with financer.
Post bidding
partnership to be
allowed
Tender must
specify assured
kms. 5% deviation
is acceptable limit

•

Single depot must
be provided for 70
to 100 buses

•

Charger AMC
should be given
to charger
supplier

•

STU’s should do
pilot projects
followed by long
term contract

•

L2 bidder is given
opportunity to
match L1 in
private sector
bids. Contract
award should be
restricted to L1
bidder. Instead
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ratio of 60:40 may
be adopted
•
EVMEs

•

•

•

EV charging creates
lot of challenges in
managing peak
demand, creation of
harmonics etc. Key
challenge is to
manage power from
grid
Power and charging
infra development
should be done at
depot considering
future fleet
requirements.
Planning should be
done based on no. of
buses the depot can
accommodate.

•

•

•

•

Sequential
•
charging can
reduce peak power
demand by
alternate charging
•
of bus
Articulated bus
work efficiently with
small size batteries
as they carry more
load
Charging time is
important factor in
deciding charging
technology

Grid method
converts power in
bulk at one place
•
and distributes to
buses whereas
standalone AC-DC
chargers work at
individual bus level.
Grid solution offers
40% cost reduction
•
and is suitable for
large bus fleet

•

For large bus
fleets, adopting
normal chargers
will be bulky

•

Battery technology
keeps changing.
NMC is evolving
very fast.

•

Swapping is cost
effective. It is
cheaper than fast
charge at TCO
level for intra-city
services

•

•

Flash and fast
charge requires
high power for
short time

Slow charge
requires consistent •
power for long time
at depot and need
lot of power
electronics, space,
infra and AC-DC
chargers,
transformers, large
batteries etc.
Swap technology
at terminals is yet
to be explored.
Swap technology
has range limitation
of 35-40 kms. for
AC midi buses.
Range can be
extended with extra
swaps.

Bus drivers can be
trained to do
battery swapping
for automatic
system

•

Few OEMs are
•
offering entire endto-end power
supply and
charging solution

Doing efficient
charging and
power
management at
depot level
requires software
solutions to be
used. Cannot be
done by manual
training.

•

Many OEMs are
providing chargers
for off-grid
solutions

•

•

OEMs can offer
interoperable
chargers for buses

•

•

Swap solution
providers are
partnering with bus •
OEMs

•

Overnight charging •
consumes more
power and peak
demand tariff are
applied
Financing options
can be worked out
to offer OpEx
solution for large
fleets
If battery cells are
made in India,
costs can be
reduced
Non-Ac bus with
swap technology
will be cheaper
(~30 lakhs) if
demand is more
Swap technology
reduces upfront
vehicle cost by 4050%.

One should
•
buy/procure energy
as service without
worrying about
battery
performance and
life

•

OEMs are focused
on EPC contracts
and not on OpEx
model

•

Swap service
provider gets paid
based on swaps
done

•

STU’s should
adopt interoperable
CCS standards,
sequential charging
and maximum C
rating batteries

Mix of swap and
fast charging can
be tried. Fast
charge to be
adopted for long
city routes like
airport services

•

Battery swap
stations act as
energy storage for
grid and therefore
as an energy bank.

•

Flash charge with
50KW pantograph
technology can be
done for 12m and
18m buses
requiring 350-400
KW power

Battery utilisation is
increased in swap
technology
•

•

There are 3 types
of chargers: (i)
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•

Swap technology
can easily adopt to
new battery
chemistry

•

Small size buses
with 100-150 KW
power are for slow
chargimg/dept
charging

•

Flash charge uses
LTO technology
and small size
batteries, and can
charge in 30
seconds. Suitable
for BRT systems.
Battery
replacement time is
10 years. Does not
require very robust
infra and cost is
reduced by 50%.

•

CCS standards are
equivalent to
European
standards and
becoming popular

•

Integrating
renewable energy
is an area yet to be
explored

•

Battery re-use can
be for energy
storage.

•

In swap
technology,
batteries will be
have 70% good
condition after life.
Can be used for
solar power plant
or invertor
company

•

Indian charging
standards for AC
and DC are not
popular with
foreign OEMs

connector based is
more popular and
suits depot
charging with 20
minute time for
150KW (ii)
pantograph down
type for 150-600
KW and (iii)
pantograph up type
for 50-600KW

•
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Operators (Public
•
Sector)

•

Some
standardization is
required in
technical
specifications. Air
suspension, disc
brakes should be
made mandatory.

•

•

•

Municipal
•
corporations
should do
integrated planning
for interoperable
and universal
•
chargers in city.
STU’s should
explore installing
solar panels in
depots to charge
E-buses
STU’s need to
provide dedicated
depot infrastructure
and power supply
lines. At least
transformer should
be provided to
operators by
STU’s.

STU’s do not have
required
knowledge of EV
technology and
performance
Organizations like
CIRT can be
engaged with
STU’s to prepare
bid documents,
technical
specifications and
bus inspection and
certification
process.

•

Private operators
can manage
operations with
optimum staffing
and at economical
rates, STU’s can’t

•

•

STU’s could think
of hiring buses on
per km. payment
basis and operate
on their own

•

•
Bus fares should
be increased in
proportion such
that TCO parity
•
and breakeven can
be achieved by
STU

•

STU’s can not earn
money by selling
electricity and allow
charging of other
private vehicles in
their depots.

•

E-bus will be
preferred for city
operations in next
few years.

STU’s should
prefer GCC model
and monitor bus
operations.
GCC contract can
be 10+2 years with
1% price escalation
every 2 years.
Payment
assurance from
STU’s side is
required by
operators.
However, STU’s
have fund deficits
and are mostly
unable to pay
operators in a
timely manner

•

Trial run should be
made mandatory in
bid process.
Financial proposals
of bidders should
be opened only
after trial run.
Minimum 7 day trial
run should be done
in normal operating
conditions with
load, bus
stoppages on
different routes for
whole day to check
functionality and
performance
parameters of
buses
It is difficult to
calculate cost per
km as battery
prices are not
known. This makes
it difficult for STU’s
to procure buses in
outright purchase.

•

Bus operations
without conductors
but with smart
ticketing and flat
fare must be tried
for cost reduction

•

Electricity can be
procured from
private sector at
competitive rates

•

OEMs can offer
cheaper buses if
there is more
demand

•

If municipal
•
corporations give
subsidy per bus
(Rs. 50 lakh) just
like FAME scheme,
STU’s can procure
buses on their own
without central
scheme
dependency. This •
gives flexibility to
STU in technology
•
selection, contract

•

MCA has flaws in
price escalation
formulae. It is
linked with
increase in
electricity and
market rate but
practically both
don’t increase at a
time.

Bus prices are not
standard.
STU can achieve
cost reduction if
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conditions etc. and
could help them
get better GCC
rates
•
Operators (Private
•
Sector)

•

•

•

Capital cost of bus is
a major concern.
Operators have
limited investment
capacities (max. 30
lakhs). EV adoption
requires huge upfront
investment which is
economically
challenging. Battery
cost is also a major
cost.

•

Range anxiety will
go away in next
few years

•

Fast charge
technology is
•
suitable for buses.
Large batteries are
not desirable for
buses

•

In overall bus
transport, STU’s
caters 8% whereas
private sector caters
92%.
•
Lack of confidence in
EV technology is a
primary reason for
less demand/
•
penetration. E-bus
prices vary by models
and OEMs. It is
difficult to calculate
fixed costs
•
Limited operators
have ventured in Ebus operations
•

Battery
management
system has to be
integrated with
vehicle
management
system

•

•

•

interoperability in
swap technology is
difficult

OEMs have
achieved 60%
localisation as per
FAME-2
There is
dependency on
global supply chain
for batteries, motor
and software
EV adoption will be
driven by
technology and
battery chemistry
offered by OEMs

•

Battery re-use can
be done for mobile
towers

There can be
supply side issues
for large E-bus
orders

•

Quality electricity is
not available
everywhere

•

Charging time and
range requirements
are yet to stabilize

•

Batteries can be
refurbished for
additional 5 years

•

Maintenance staff •
requirement is less
in EVs. In
comparison, BS-6
will require higher
•
level of
maintenance and
staff with proper
training
•
Overcharging of
buses at depot
needs to be
avoided. Charging •
cycles can be fixed
if routes and
schedules are fixed

•

Transition can be
thought of for 5,00
to 1,000 buses in
one go

•

E-bus is
economical to
operator for long
term contract

Operators can
arrange for
charging
mechanism

•

E-bus prices may
reduce over time

•

BS-6 mechanism is
complicated and
will be costly in
•
acquisition and
operations

Maintenance of
EVSE can be
outsourced

•

STU’s need to plan •
route structure for
E-buses properly

•

STU’s should only
monitor bus
operations and
performance of
operators

•

There will be no
•
change in staff to
bus ratio compared
to ICE and EV

Driver training is
very essential.
Driver fatigue is
less, even women
drivers can be
appointed.

•

•

Concept of GCC is
not poplar in some
STU’s

•

•

Banks are not
aware about costs
of E-bus operations

For GCC
operations, defined •
route schedules
and passenger
volumes are
necessary to know
•
Bank financing of
E-bus is difficult
due to lack of
confidence in
government
projects. Banks
should at least
finance E-bus
•
capital cost.

Demand for diesel
buses would still
•
remain. Per year
diesel bus demand
is 70,000 and Ebus is not even
10,000

Battery waste
management and
disposal is yet to
be explored in
swap technology

BS-6 will not have
effect on EV
adoption due to
their different
characteristics and
suitability to
different types of
bus operations.

•

bus operations are
contracted out with
unbiased contract
conditions

•

•

•

Banks should offer
50% reduced
interest rate for Ebus financing

•
Banks have limited
green funds to
•
support EVs. Large
portfolio is
required.
Operators get paid
for assured kms.

•

STU’s have to
follow procurement
guidelines of
government

•

Niti Ayog’s MCA
document has
balanced approach
for all stakeholders.

•

Bank guarantee
conditions in MCA
requires revision

E-buses can be
•
adopted for city
application as route
lengths are max.
60 kms.

VGF support is
required from
government for
monthly payments
instead of 55 lakh
upfront subsidy on
capital cost. This
will reduce GCC
rates.

MCA must be
followed by all
STU’s

E-buses in intercity
can be introduced
on short routes
with high ridership
Standardization of
E-bus for all routes
will not work.
Different types of
bus configuration
need to be adopted
by STU’s for
different routes.
OEM support is
required
throughout project
period for
maintenance

•

Annual price
escalation with
proper formula
needs to be
adopted. Operation
contract renegotiation is
required after 10
years

•

More transparency
is required in
tenders

at least 3 months
escrow is required.
Driver and
maintenance cost
will not remain
same for 5 years
Government
should provide Ebuses on exchange
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•

and 50% in case of
excess kms.

CNG buses are
costly in
maintenance

•

•

•

Maintenance of Ebuses is cheaper.
Maintenance cost
of E-bus may
increase after 12
years
Long term loans
are required from
banks. At least 10year financing is
needed

basis or without
interest and longterm repayment
•

High turnover
requirement criteria
is a deterrent for
participation in bid

•

STU’s adopt
unbalanced
approach in
preparing bids

•

Net cost model
may not be viable
for E-buses as
fares are fixed by
STU’s

•

Midi buses would
be cheaper

•

Traffic conditions,
temperature
•
variations, gradient
and load factor
affects efficiency.
Annual price
•
escalation with
proper formula
needs to be
adopted

Assurance from
STU’s is required
in payments and
assured kms

•
R
&
D
Training

and

•

Strong partners are
required for long term
transition

•

Batteries
deteriorate in fast
charge technology

•

Energy tariff should
be moderated and
normalized. Special
EV tariff be given

•

Effects of
temperature
variations on
battery
performance are
lower in case of
swap technology.

•

There are no
universal standards
for cities in technology
suitability
•

•

Immediate EV
adoption and full
transition is not
desirable

•

States should prepare
EV policy and
integrate E-mobility
plan for all vehicles

•

•

•

If buses operate in •
dedicated corridors
(BRT), swap
technology works
well.
No technology
issues in battery
swap, but it has
range limitations
and is presently

•

Area requirement
for swap
technology is less
compared to plugin charge EVs
Swap technology is
suitable for high
use vehicles but
has range
limitations.
In swap, batteries
consume less
power but require a
whole day, in fast
and slow charge,
power consumption
is more for
particular time
period.
STU have to invest
in creating

•

Planning of bus
operations is
required to adopt
swap technology

•

Energy providers
like IOCL, BPCL
are investing swap
technology

•

About 60 start-ups
in India to provide
battery swap
solution

•

•

•

Swap cost can be •
recovered for large
fleet

GCC model should •
be adopted by
STU’s

•

STU’s have to bear •
cost of establishing
charging stations to
reduce costs

•

Chargers are
expensive in plugin charge
technology

Variety of models
are there (i) upfront
procurement (ii)
GCC with manual
swap (iii) GCC with
automatic swap (iv)
GCC with fast
charge (v) with and
without electricity
costs (vi) with and
without infra
development costs.
There is no
standard
procurement model
for any city.

EV Infra creation
requires huge
investment and
private sector is
•
important to share
financial loads and
bring in efficiencies
In swap
technology, cost of
•
battery is removed
from vehicle CapEx
and is linked to fuel
(power) cost. User
has to pay for

Time and
opportunity costs
are there in slow
charging
technology
Costs per km. will
be high if large
batteries are
required to meet
range requirements
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•

Cost will be deciding
factor in adoption of
BS-6 and EV’

•

•

Power
DISCOM

Sector/

Swap technology
•
requires some
standardization
and interoperability
•
Buses with swap
technology are yet
to be tested in
mixed traffic
conditions

Global dependency
on EV aggregates
should be reduced

Automation in
swap technology is
required Manual
swap is time
consuming, costly
and involves
labour. Battery size
can be reduced.

•

Fast charge
technology is
suitable for buses

Power supply for EVs •
is a global challenge
and there is no single
solution

•

Power distribution
require long term
planning with
involvement of all
stakeholders

•

charging
infrastructure

•

•

•

costly, due to less
demand.

If DISCOMS starts
planning on their own,
there will be lot of
•
mismanagement
DISCOMS could face
many issues with
increasing EV
penetration if
regulators don’t get
involved

•

Regulators don’t allow •
DISCOMS to plan for
future.

•

Power infra at depot
must be planned for
future needs

•

Renewable power •
can act as
compliment but
cannot be the base
system due to its
inherent
deficiencies. Also,
•
most solar plants
are grid connected
as there is no offgrid storage
system
Charging entire EV
fleet with solar is
•
not possible. It
requires lot of
space and storage.
Area of depot may
not be sufficient for
large fleets.
There is surplus
•
power in country
and no challenge in
getting power.
Battery re-use is
yet to be studied.
Battery disposal is

Minimum and
•
maximum load
requirements need
to be decided for
provision of power
infrastructure
Charging should be
scattered across
city instead of
being at some few
locations so that it
does not impact
grid
Load consumption
varies by day time
and season. Daily
load curve in India
is not fixed which is
a drawback in
proper planning
DISCOMS are not
prepared and
systems are not
planned to deal
with heavy power
inrush at particular
locations and

energy use. It is
like renting battery

As EVs evolve,
complexity of
charging infra will
need infra
management,
maintaining power
availability, cost
reductions and
greening of power

•

Bus OEMs core
capacity is
manufacturing
vehicles and not
managing power
infra. They do not
have capacity to
handle entire
power ecosystem

•

Private sector is
capable to offer
entire value chain
including setting of
chargers, LT/HT
transmission and
entire power infra
work in the depot

•

Private sector is
already providing
personal charging
solutions and
charging infra for
cab aggregators

•

Private sector has
capacity for

and bidders are
required to
establish charging
infrastructure. This
is experienced in
some FAME-2
bids.
•

Some states have
created VGF
scheme to promote
EV adoption. Fund
is given to STU for
gap in bus
operations for per
km. cost

•

Energy cost
includes cost of
power plus some
premium for value
added services
which private
sector offers for
analysing bus
performance
parameters

•

Power infra
companies does
not make chargers
but offer solutions

•

Private sector is
dependent on
DISCOM as they
own distribution
infra. If there are
massive solar
independent solar
grids, this
dependency is not
there. But it is
practically not
possible.

•

Some OEM are
interested for endto-end solution,
some are
interested for
specific
components

•

There is limited
power supply

•
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•

Gradual introduction
of EV fleet is required

•

Power trading is
possible if DISCOMS
are unable to supply

•

There is a need to
properly plan bus
route structure and
schedules for depots

•

Hub and spoke model
in bus system works
well with E-bus
charging infra

•

There will always be
dependency on grid.

•

Common infra is
required for large bus
fleets

•

DISCOM should not
object if STU’s
engage private sector
for long term charging
solutions

•

Quality of power in
India is not uniform

•

Penalty is required by
government for those
generating harmonics
in distribution

•

Regulations are
required for EV
charging time and
special EV tariff by
GoI

•

CEA/CERC has to
play role associated
with infrastructure
development

•

Regulator need to
prepare framework for
incentives to ensure
there are no spikes in
demand and
consumer are
charged proper tariff

•

Regulators need to
evolve long term tariff

a concern. Second
use applications
can be rural micro
grids
•

Energy meters are
able to detect
generation of
harmonics in
network

•

Bus charging
facilities may
generate power in
future and supply
to grid. Power
would become bidirectional

generation of
harmonics by EVs

managing charging
operations
•

•

•

•

•

Power Distribution
is a state
government
subject. State
DISCOMS seek
services from
private sector to
build efficiency,
reduce losses and
leakages.
Private sector has
power trading
solutions to source
power and reach
customers. Support
from DISCOM is
required for backup
power
Private sector can
offer long term cost
certainty with cost
reduction
Payment
assurance is
required by private
sector from
government
Regulators have to
look into fixed and
variable cost
components of
DISCOM

capacity with
private sector
•

Combining power
supply, electrical
infra and charging
infra can optimize
cost with single
service provider
with reliability and
accountability

•

Comfortable tender
terms invite interest
of bidders for large
scale projects

•

There can be
separate service
providers for bus
operations and
development of
charging
infrastructure in the
depot.

•

Power OEMs are
interested in
CapEx model
rather than long
term OpEx model

•

Setting of power
distribution stations
can be done in 2
methods: (i) STU
gives land and
funds to DISCOM
(ii) STU and
DISCOM can have
equal partnership
(beneficiary-utility
combination)
where the station is
used by both
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policy for EV charging
infra
•

Regulators need to
subsidize and cross
subsidize tariff

•
Financial
Institutions

•

E-buses are yet to
reach maturity stage
from financing
perspective

•

Finance industry treat
E-bus as vehicles
rather than project
finance

•

•

•

•

There is
•
dependency on
global supply chain
for EV aggregates

•

OEMs core
competency is bus
manufacturing and
not operations, as
required by GCC
model under
FAME-2

•

•

Bankers would prefer
upfront CapEx model
rather than VGF
model
Banks prefer single
bidder instead of
multiple service
providers involved

•

Banks would consider
2-3 year tail period. If
contract for 10 year,
bank fund for 8 year.

•

Banks prefer short
term loan period. Bus
operators need long
tenure loan

•

It is challenging to find
private investors to
fund large E-bus
fleets

•

STU’s have uncertain
cash flows and no
payment assurance.
Therefore, STU
projects are not
bankable

•

E-bus project is more
about cash flow rather
than asset funding
transaction

•

E-bus should not be
dependent on grant or

•

•

•

There is no
•
regulation from RBI
that can have
bearing on
•
financing E-buses
Banks can finance
if all contract risks
are covered. There
are three risks
associated with
EVs (i) technology
risk (ii) cash flow
•
risk (iii) operations
risk. EV technology
is new and limited
implementation, so
there are
performance risks. •
Major risk is from
OEM and STU
side.
Banks finance 25
year projects
•
based on cash flow
and asset value
Banks require
cashflow
assurance in form
of government
sovereign
guarantee and
credit
enhancement
A central nodal
agency is required
to make contracts
with STU’s. The
nodal agency must
have independent
finance pool to
bridge cash flow
gap of STU’s SECI
is an example of

•

•

Bank guarantee is •
not required once
vehicle is delivered
OEMs long term
involvement with
the contract has to
be made to cover
performance risk.
Contracts can be
10+2 year of 15
years.
Operators fixed
cost has to be paid
in case of
termination and
force majeure

OEMs are finding
challenge to fund
E-buses under
FAME-2

•

MCA document
needs revision in
operator penalty
clause

•

Clause of operator
penalty in force
majeure event in
MCA needs
revision. Penalty
can be capped at
1% of revenue

•

clause for operator
penalty,
termination in
default, force
majeure, payment
security, BG
requirement etc.
needs to be
revised in MCA

Provision of escrow
account and DSRA
(debt service
reserve account)
has to be made
Contract
documents needs
balanced approach
for all
•
Clause on event of
default in case of
non-maintenance
of escrow account
for 30days is
•
required
All possibilities of
contract
termination needs
to be addressed.
•
Termination clause
for lenders needs
to be included in
concession
•
agreement.

STU’s adopt MCA
with modifications
as per their
requirement, which
is not right
Right to reprocess
bus must be given
to lenders in case
of default
termination
Lenders need to be
made signatory in
escrow account
operations.
MCA makes bus
operator bear the
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financial support from
government Subsidy
is a huge cost to
contract and a
problem to get
funded.
•

Driver, fuel and
maintenance cost
continue to increase
but STU’s revenue dot
not increase in that
line

such agency in
renewable energy
sector.

•

•

Financers look at
equity IRR and not
project IRR

•

STU’s have
operational
inefficiency. Buses
•
will not be
maintained if they
take on lease and
operate on their
own. Financers will
not do wet leasing.
Dry leasing is
possible if OEM
takes maintenance
responsibility. But
STU’s have limited
capacity to buy
•
buses, so do not
do dry leasing

•

Leasing models
are not popular so
banks won’t prefer. •
Private sector can.

•

Bus costs need to
reduce to 80 lakh
to 1 crore

•

Insurance tools to
cater contract
performance
uncertainties will
help banks

•

Bus CapEx
remains same
even if split into
parts (vehicle and
battery)

•

Intercity segment
and midi buses do
not require subsidy

Lender should get
100% if default on
STU side and
•
should get 90% if
default on operator
side. Banks must
have rights of
substituting
operator.
•
STU obligations
needs to be clearly
•
specified in
contracts (civil
infra, power infra
etc.).Depot rental
should not be
included. Contracts
must clearly
specify route, time
schedules

cost of default and
no role of OEM.
Escrow backed by
LC which is
revolving and
irrevocable is
preferred
Price escalation
formulae in MCA
requires revision
All associated risks
for long term
contracts need to
be addressed

Lost kms.,force
majeure kms., fleet
availability, spare
buses must be
defined.
Power tariff has to
be clearly specified

•

Year on year
reduction in bank
guarantee is
required in line with
bus life. This will
reduce bid price.

•

Bid price includes
GST costs operator
has to bear. STU
should allow
charge 5% GST on
bid price and
collect GST back
from passenger
fares.

•
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ANNEXURE 5 – DATA AND INFORMATION EXTRACTED
FROM STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATIONS
Item

Information
8 to 10 years
10 lakh kms.
E-bus life
15 years
10 years or 7.5 lakh kms.
Drive Train life
15 years
Tyre life
2 years
Battery life
5 years
Charger life
8-10 years
Battery charging cycles before 3,500 to 4,000
replacement
4,000 to 5,000 cycles
Volvo Diesel AC- 1.25 Crore for BS-6
TATA CNG AC -95 lakh for BS-4
Standard AC E-bus – 2 crores
TATA Midi AC- 70 lakh
TATA 12m AC- 80 lakh
BYD 12m AC – 1.3 crore
Cost of Bus
9m AC- 75 lakh to 1 crore
12m AC- 1.25 to 2 crores
Non-AC with swap- 30 lakh
18m articulated bus – 3 crores (500 buses order)
12m AC bus – 1.2 to 1.8 core
Slow charger – 5-7 lakh
Cost of Chargers
Fast charger – 14-17 lakh
120KW – 10 to 12 lakhs
150KW – 12 to 15 lakhs
DC fast chargers
200 KW- 20 to 21 lakhs
50 to 60% of bus cost
Battery Cost
60% of bus cost
1.3-1.7 units per km for 12m AC E-bus
1 to 1.4 unit/km. for 12m AC
0.7 to 0.85 unit/km for 9m AC
9m AC- 1.2 unit/km
Energy Efficiency
12m AC- 1.5 unit /km
9m AC- 1-1.2 unit/km
12m AC- 1.3 to 1.5 unit/km.
Energy consumption increase due to
10-15%
increase in ridership
Rs. 75-80 per km.
GCC for E-bus
Rs. 55-60 per km. with VGF.
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Item

Information
Rs. 80-85 per km. without subsidy
Cost per Km in Swap Technology
Rs. 63 (without electricity)- Ahmedabad
GCC cost for swap technology Rs. 15-17 per km. including swap service cost for
solution
9m AC bus for fleet of 1,000 buses
Rs. 40 (without electricity) midi bus ACAhmedabad
Rs. 55 (FAME-2) midi bus AC- Ahmedabad
Rs. 40.32 AC midi bus (Pune) without electricity
Cost per Km. for Fast Charge
cost
Rs. 58.50 AC standard bus (Pune) without
electricity cost
Rs. 76.95 AC standard bus (Pune) with electricity
& GST (FAME-2)
Rs. 7- Ahmedabad
Electricity cost per Km limit for STU Midi Bus – 1 unit/Km. (Pune)
12m bus – 1.3 unit/km (Pune)
Rs. 2 to 3 per km.
EVSE maintenance cost
4 to 5% of charger cost
Rs. 10-12 per km.
Maintenance cost for diesel/CNG
(Rs. 5 spare parts, Rs. 5 labour)
Rs. 10-12 per km. (without infra)
Maintenance cost for E-bus
Rs. 11 to 12 per km.
Small vehicles – 3 minutes
Buses – 10 minutes
Swap time required
Manual swap – >20 min.
Automatic swap - <10 min
Swapping machine required

1 machine for 20 midi buses

Weight of swap battery and power
DC fast charger power
Space required for swap station (per
25-30 Midi Buses)
Ratio of battery to bus in swap

650 KG, 70KWH
120 to 150 KWH max.

Ratio of fast chargers per bus
Charger allocation
Sequential charging in grid method
Swap battery charging time

3,000 sqft.
Ideal ratio is 1:3 or 1:6
1 charger for 5 bus (depend on route structure)
30-40 chargers for 100 buses
1 charger for 4 bus for 100 buses.
1 charger can charge 2 buses at a time in fast
charging
50 points with 2 plug charging points and 4MW for
100 buses
1 hour – Midi bus
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Item
Fast charging time
Charging time 50-60 KW charger
LTO/Flash charge
Power connection required

Range offered

Information
3 hours
2-3 hours 150 KW fast charger
6 to 7 hours slow chargers
4 to 5 hours
1 min or 5 to 10 min.
1MW for swap tech (Ahmedabad)
3MW for fast charging
Swap technology midi bus – 35 km.

Cost
of
setting
charging Rs.3 to 15 crores (depending on location)
infrastructure, electricity connections
4-5 crore for 50 bus
in depot etc.
E-bus contract period with PPP
7years – Ahmedabad (for swap and fast charge)
Bank interest rate for E-bus financing 12%
Desired rate
5-6%
Bank guarantee renewal commission 2%
1 to 4 lakhs more than ICE
3 to 4 lakhs more than ICE
20% more cost than ICE
BS-6 Bus cost
6 to 7 lakhs more than ICE
10-12% more than ICE
20% more than ICE
Per Km. cost increase due to BS-6
Rs. 1.25 per km.
8 for 25-30 buses
4-4.5 per bus
Maintenance staff for E-buses
4 persons per bus
Time required for daily bus Diesel – 15 minutes
inspection
E-bus – 5 minutes
Minimum training days required for
7 days
drivers to switch from ICE to E-bus
Spare buses to total fleet required
Diesel – 10%, E-bus-5%
Operator calculation of interest on If no payment assurance – 60 to 90 days interest.
working capital
30 days if payments are assured
Minimum VGF expectations of
Rs. 17 per km.
operators
12 to 18 months
Time to setup exclusive power sub4 months planning
stations
14 months execution
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